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V o l. I X /

Proceeding’s
AT

Ordinary General Meeting-,
May 15, 1 9 0 9 .
The Ordinary General M eeting o f the Society
was held in the Lecture Theatre o f the Trans
vaal University College, on Saturday evening,
M ay lo t h , Mr. 11 G. Bevington (President),
in the chair. There were also present: —
46 Members : Dr. J. Moir, Messrs. A. M cA.
Johnston, E. H . Croghan, W . B. D owling, K . L.
Graham, A . Richardson, C. B. Saner, G. O.
Smart, Prof. G. H. Stanley, J. E. Thomas, H. A.
W hite, Prof. J. A. W ilkinson, W. A. Caldecott,
W. Cullen, H. A. Adams, A. Avent, M. Baumann,
S. Beaton, W. Broom, G. L. Burnett, A. A.
Coaton, J. B. K. D odds, L. Evans, J. H. Hamill,
M. C. Inglis, J. H. Johnson, G. A . Lawson, H.
Lea, C; E. Meyer, H. Meyer, P. T. Morrisby, S.
Newton, H . W . Pidsley, S. C. Quin, O. D. Boss,
W. Sharp, S. Shlom, A . L. Spoor, E. S. Stokes,
J. Strang, C. T. Sydenham, J. A . Taylor, A.
Thomas, O. Tonnesen, and L. J. W ilm oth.

'

No n

The President: "You w ill notice from the
agenda that one student member was admitted
by the Council at its last meeting :—
jYIu\j;o, Joh n Stracm av. Transvaal University
College, P. O. Box 1170, Johannesburg.
G

eneral

B

u s in e s s .

Dr. J. Moir ( Vice-President) :

I wish to pro
pose a very hearty vote of thanks to the Dinner
Committee. I am sure that we are all agreed
that the dinner this year was a great success
socially, and I understand, also, that it was more
than usually a success financially.
This was carried unanimously.
COLOURED EXPLOSIVES.

Mr. W. Cullen (Past-President ) : A t our
meeting two months ago you w ill remember there
was a discussion upon the question of coloured
wrappers for explosives. I have not noticed that
anything has been said on the matter since, but
outside the Society a suggestion has been made
by more than one individual, that it m ight meet
the point brought forward by Mr. K otze (the
Governm ent M ining Engineer), if, instead of hav
ing the explosives enclosed in coloured wrappers,
14
Associates : Messrs. J. Bowyer, J. Chilton, which was my proposal, we should have the explo
sives themselves colou red ; by that means mine
W . J. N. Dunnachie, J. Hanna, C. Lipschitz,
managers and others would be able to ascertain the
G. H. Little, N. Newland, J. Pope, H. B. Powter,
particular explosive actually used in certain mines,
W . S. V . Price, H. Stadler, G. G. Thomas, W. E.
and might even be able to trace accidents to their
Thorpe, and C. Toombs.
source, I put it to them that one could hardly
25 Visitors, and Fred. Eowland, Secretary.
get a colouring matter that would not detract
The minutes of the previous meeting, as
from the efficiency o f the explosive itself. If the
printed in the March Journal, were confirmed.
explosive must sacrifice 1 / o f its strength,
NE1V MEMBERS.
would the colouring compensate for this loss of
efficiency ? It is a small matter, but I think it
Messrs. L. J. W ilm oth and W . Broom were
would be wise for those members who have had
appointed scrutineers, and after their scrutiny o f
practical experience in handling explosives to give
the ballot papers, the President announced that
their opinion.
both the candidates for membership had been
unanimously elected, as follow s :—
H a i l e y , R u p e k t C l o d k , A .t .m .j i . . Poleleli, North

Celebes, Nerlerlands India.
P o tte r,

H exkv
S a m u e l,
Hospital H ill, Johannesburg.

gineer and W ork s Manager.

M ining Engineer.
Kapteyn "Street,
Mechanical En

Mr. Lewis Evans ( Member) : With regard
to Mr. Cullen’s remarks, I think one of the main
points in suggesting the colouring of explosives
was the fact that pieces got into the mortar boxes,
and it was thought that if the explosive were
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coloured, the pieces m ight more easily be picked
out on the sorting tables, whereas a coloured
wrapper would get torn off. I myself do not
think it is worth while sacrificing any of the
pow er o f the explosive for this purpose.

Mr. W. S. V. Price (Associate) : W ith regard
to colouring the explosive, I am sure cochineal
would colour it, and w ould not make an atom of
difference in the efficiency o f the explosive. I
have been doing some excavating work lately
with a certain explosive which I found toostrong,
and I have been putting tamping in between,
sometimes with as little as ^ in- explosive and
perhaps a stick of tamping 6 in. or 7 in. long,
arid firing it with about ^ in. o f gelatine. W ith
one explosive I found that to work very well
indeed. W ith another explosive, I have had as
much as two and three sticks at the back of the
hole and a stick o f tam ping; firing with a whole
stick of the same explosive, which has failed to
fire the explosive in. the back of the hole. Often
when I have been clearing away the dirt from
broken ground I have found grey sand which I
had used for tamping, which has told me there
was gelatine underneath, and so saved me from
accidents. Regarding the colouring, I do not
think it would make an atom o f difference in the
efficiency of the explosive. I suggest that both
the explosive and the wrapper should be coloured.
Dr. J. Moir (V ice-P resid en t)'■ I should like
to say with regaYd to colouring with cochineal,
that it.w ould do very well as regards tint, but it
w ould'n ot dissolve in nitro-glycerine, Still, there
are plenty of other red colours which would mix
perfectly with nitro-glycerine, such as the azodyes, andsuch a small quantity w ould be required,
perhaps one part in 2,0 0 0 , th at.I think the effici
ency of the explosive would not be interfered
with. None of the modern, sulphonated dyes can
be used, as they are insoluble in nitro-glycerine ;
what is wanted is an unsulphonated red azo-dye.
The President : It appears to me that what
may have seemed a small matter to begin with,
has grown into a subject of considerable interest,
and I would certainly ask all members of the
Society who have anything to do with explosives
to consider this matter carefully, and try to come
to some definite conclusion on the point, as to
whether it would be advisable or not, to have
coloured explosives, or coloured wrappers, or
both. I think their opinions would be of very
great value to the Society. F or myself, although
I do not have the handling of explosives, yet
from my experience on these fields, it seems to
me that to have some method of distinguishing
a particular make o f explosive, or of seeing
whether there is any explosive material present in
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the dirt, would be very valuable, .and I should
certainly like to see the matter gone into very
much further, and taken up generally. O f course,
as Mr. Kotze mentioned at one of our previous
meetings, it might considerably aid the Govern
ment M ining Engineer’s Departm ent in determin
ing what explosive was used in the case of a
serious accident.
THE PR ECIPITATIO N OF GOLD FROM SOLUTION BY
CARBONACEOUS M ATTER. _

Mr. W. Cullen ( Past-Presiclent) :

I do not
know that I have anything to say on the matter
which is the least bit new, but I have been struck,
on reading this communication o f Mr. Caldecott’s,
with the importance of a matter which we have
all omitted to take into consideration for so many
years. I am certain that, be the amount large
or' small, everyone w ill examine their lime more
closely in the future than in the past. Following
up Prof. W ilkinson’s remarks, it must have
struck us all that the m ethod of burning lime here
has hitherto been a bad one, and that’ the
old method of burning lime which obtains in
this Colony and in the Orange River Colony
must be done awray with at a very early date. I f
lime of proper quality is to be obtained,-the only
way is to calcine it in kilns of the Hoffman type,
or by producer or M ond gas. The difficulty is,
that most of the concerns which go in for the
making of lime are very small propositions. I
suggest that if lime is going to be obained satis
factorily in future, the mines must take the
matter up and themselves establish proper works
for the burning of lime.
ELECTION OF SCRUTINEERS FOR THE AN N U AL
ELECTIONS.

The President :

The next business is to
elect scrutineers for the annual b a llo t ; a very
important matter in our Society.
The follow ing gentlemen were elected:— Messrs.
J. Gray, R. Stokes, P. T. Morrisby, L. J. W ilmoth,
W . Beaver, T. T. N ichol, S. N ew ton and A. D.
Y iney.

Mr. W. Cullen : I would ask the Council to
take into consideration the advisability, or other
wise, of conducting our elections on the system
of proportional representation. W e have lost it
in the D raft A ct of Union, a n d -it m ight be a
consolation to some o f us to be able to conduct
our own elections in that way.
The President : I understand that propor
tional representation has been thrown out by the
U nion Convention. I do not think I will ask
Mr. Cullen to-night to tell us what it really
means. As far as adopting the principle is con
cerned ; if you wish to bring it forward, it should
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be brought before the Council, and then, before a
special general meeting.

Mr. W. Cullen : I merely
may be kept in view.
The P residen t :

suggest that it

The matter will be kept in

view.
ST O P E M E A S U R E M E N T S .
B y O t t o S. T o n n e s e n (M ember).
The attention of our mining men has long
been directed towards a really sound method for
the measuring of stopes. Since the question of
correct fathomage has from time to time been
a point upon which the miner has expressed con
siderable doubt, it is most desirable for thedevelopment of our contract system, and the
encouragement of good mining, that some clear
and correct method of measurement should be
adopted.
The measurement of stopes was one of the
main grievances during the late strike, and a
Commission was appointed at that time to go
into the question. It produced excellent results
as regards rules for the contract systen:, and
collected valuable information as to the systems
of measuring at present in'usc, expressing at the
san e time, however, the opinion that it “ did
not consider it profitable to discuss in detail the
technical merits of the different systems which
can be and are em ployed.” The following re
marks are extracts from the said Com miss:on’s
R e p o rt—
“ The first task the Commission set itself was
to trace the reasons which have led to the griev
ances'which the miners have with regard to the
measurement of their work. The evidence which
was led on this point was voluminous, and the
investigation was conducted in as thorough a
manner as possible.1'
“ Y our Commission cannot conceal the fact
that there seems to be a general suspicion in the
mind of the miner that the correct measurements
are n -t given to him. The opinion was re
peatedly expressed that the figures of the sur
veyor must have been tampered with in the
Mine Office.”
“ Many miners, however, candidly admitted
that the mine surveyor was not to blame for this,
and that he could have no sufficient motive for
wilfully giving wrong measurements or in con
niving at his figures .being altered.”
The Commission came to the c m clu siQ n that,
in order to prevent and minimise disputes, it is
essential that every means should be devised
whereby confidence in the mine surveyor could
oe established in the mind of the miner, and
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sets out certain recommendations in order to pro
mote such a desirable state of affairs. The Com
mission recommended :—
(-1) That the method of measurement be left
to the mine management.
(2) That complete written contracts em bodying
terms be drawn lip.
(3) That miners’ shall have the right to call in
an independent certificated mine surveyor.
(4) That in the event of the measurements of
the mine surveyor and contractors’ surveyor agree
■ing within 3%, the mean o f the two measurements
should be taken ; but in the event of a greater
difference, the matter should be referred to the
Government M ining Engineer for decision.
(5) That the Government Mining Engineer
shall have the right o f withdrawing or suspend
ing mine surveyors’ certificates after enquiry by
the Board o f Examiners.
( 6) Certain rules for settlement of cost of
check survey, etc.
(7) That plans of stope-faces be properly kept
and certified.
( 8 ) That such plans be plotted on a scale of
1 to 250 on the plane of the reef.
Some of our best mine surveyors were ex
amined by the Commission and gave valuable
evidence.
The Mine Surveyors’ Association also
submitted for the Commission’s use an exellent paper, explaining the' different methods of
measurement. The surveyors examined agreed
to a rough estimate of 2% as the average error
in the work, no attempt being made, however,
to. show clearly how the figure was arrived at, nor
to criticise both theoretically and practically the
different methods in use, in order to define the
limits o f error, nor, finally, to introduce improve
ments which would keep these errors within
certain allowable limits.
The measures suggested by the Commission
are undoubtedly of great importance, but it can
not be denied that the root of the evil lies in the
defects of the methods of stope measuring
employed. It seems, therefore, that the most
effective way of inspiring confidence in the mine
surveyor would be to improve his methods of
stope measuring, so that the surveyor himself
may have full and firm reliance in his own work.
A t present such is not the case, and he is only
too oflen the victim of accumulated errors and
puzzling distortions. Furthermore, the’ methods
in- use are sources of hardship and sometimes of
danger, which in themselves are often the cause
of slips, omissions, and mistakes. It w ill be
the object of this paper to try to improve the
present sys-tems of stope measuring, by utilising
to its full extent the information available in the
office, and by introducing a mathematical and
correct method o f stope measuring • this method
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horizontal plan and finally the horizontal .area
converted back to the inclined area.

'having also the advantage of being easy, quick,
and simple.'
The follow ing are soiiYe' o f the main objections
raised against the methods of stope measuring
at present employed on the Hand.

In all these operations errors may creep in, and
this is particularly the case in the last operation,
viz., the converting of the horizontal area into
the corresponding inclined fathomage. In a
stope dipping 60", an error o f 1° in taking the
dip affects the fathomage by 3%, and an error
of 2° affects the fathomage by 7%.
In a
stope dipping at 45°, an error of 1° affects the
fathomage by 2%, and an error of 2° by 4%.
It may perhaps seem an. easy matter to deter
mine the average dip on the area stoped
accurately, but practice shows that such is not
the case. The tendency is to measure the dip
too flat. The face of the stope bounding the
area mined is irregular and slanting away from
the dip line, towards the winze. To obtain the
average dip, therefore,, is a matter of weighting
the dips-observed, by the areas bounded by, them,
and is in practice really a matter of judgm ent on
the part of the observer. Sections drawn up
for the determination of dip add further to
the uncertainty and errors by the defects of
plotting and protractor readings, and, further,
this method necessitates the use of a surveying
instrument of great accuracy merely to obtain
an approximate result. The added possible errors
exceed considerably the limit of error suggested
and approved by the Mines Regulations Com
mission, viz., 3%.

" 1. Objections to Stope Measuring toiih H an g
ing Compass and Clinometer.— Mr. Dunbar D.
Scott writes in, his paper on “ Mine-Surveying
'Instrum ents.” * .
“ Compass dials are used, as a rule, by the
- least informed of our mining men, whereas their
•appropriate association should -be only with ex
p e r t students of physical science. ■The compass,
as applied to mine surveying, is a relic of our
ancient ancestry, and still there are those who
cling to it in the knowledge that it is capable of
losing its magnetism ; that; its geometric and
magnetic axes may not coincide ; th a t: it is sus
cep tib le to the influence of local attractions ; to
diurnal variations, which change with the lati
tude, temperature arid season ; to secular varia
tion, which hac been as great as 24 degrees ; to
’.an. annual deviation ; to lunar inequalities and
solar phenom ena; to irregular and intangible
, magnetic storm s; to the horizontal intensity
of the earth’s magnetism ; to electric trolley or
lighting systems, which .have been known to re. verse the poles ; that the point of support may
become blunted; that it may be set eccentrically,
or become bent, so that the opposite ends indi
cate different readings ; that to attach .a vernier
to such a devicc is a civilised barbarism ; and
•that the line of collimation in the telescope is
rarely coincident, or parallel, with the meridian
line of the compass.” - .
Another objection to the method of measure
ment, by the.hanging compass is that the inclined
distances have to be reduced to horizontal dis
tances, the survey plotted on a horizontal plane,
-then the i calculated area stoped, converted back
to the plane, of the reef again. This last objec
tion will be further dealt with under the method
.of measurements by the theodolite,
- 2. Objections to Stope M easuring loilh Theo
dolite.— In a steep stope the setting up of a
theodolite is a very lengthy and difficult opera
tion.- The method requires the observation o f a
great number of angles and their booking, and,
as a surveyor’s position on such steep inclines is
bound, to be trying and uncom fortable— since he
must take great care to avoid touching the in
strument legs, or otherwise disturbing the ad
justm ents of the theodolite— these may often be
a source- of errors. The office work is slow, as
•first \th'e, inclined .distances must b ered u ced to
the ' horizontal ; then the survey plotted o h 'a
*
Transactions of.tUc Institution.of Minins Engineers,
xxviii., part 4, p. 04‘J.
-
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3. Objections to the Tape-T'r iangulation Me
thod.— Although this method seems'theoretically
the best, it nevertheless has many drawbacks in
actual practice. Often the old pegs are inacces
sible and of little or no use, owing to pillars,
stulls, or the steepness of the stojse. This last
difficulty may, of course, be overcome by using
ropes, but as the direction of the stope face is
slanting and not on the dip of the reef, several
ropes will often have to be used, involving a
considerable loss of time.
In a long-backed
stope' the surveyor will often not be able to
stretch his tape from top to bottom without the
tape touching' the hanging ' or footwall, catching
in stulls, pillars, or jumpers, and consequently
diverting the ' line o f ;the tape from that of a
straight line. But even when such .is'possible,
sag in the tape is unavoidable,, a n d 'a ls o lo n g and
inaccurate offsets;

The Sag in the Tape. — Fig. 1 represents a
stope plan on the plane of the reef. The backs
here were 250 ft. The d ip ' of the reef 50°’. A
tape was stretched from top to bottom o f stope,
i.'e.,_ the line A R and the working face of the
stope measured by offsetting'froin this line.
In order'to determine ?he effeqt 6f’:a .sagging,
vol;
tape ’on" the offsets taken to t h e ' stopb5'face, I
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FIG. I.

F1C. 3.

have drawn a line E F perpendicularly to AB.
The tape will h a n g ' in the shape of a parabola
AejB. Let us, for simplicity, suppose the max
imum sag to be at point e. Fig. 2 shows to

vertical sag iii the tape, then e m is the mathe
matically correct offset, while d m, is the offset as
measured underground owing to the sag. Project
the point d up to ei on the plane of the stope.
Then distance a e, is the error in offsetting at
point e. The figure show's that, e e-i = e d sin y.
That is, the inclined sag e e, is equal to the'-*
vertical sag e d multiplied by the sin of dip y of
section line EF.
The follow ing table shows offset errors caused
by different values of vertical sag for different
dips :—
Dip of
Section.

y
20°
30*
40°
50°
60°
enlarged scale a vertical section through EFThe true dip y of this line E F is found by con
struction of a right-angled triangle E F ’K (see
Fig. 1, where EF* = E F and F*K equals vertical
distance between top and bottom drive. The
true dip y of line E F equals angle F JEK.
Fig. 3 represents a perspective sketch of the
stope, and shows the correctness of the above
construction, y may also be found analytically,
as follow s (see Fig. 3) :—
Let a = dip of reef, and /3 = incline angle ACE.
In triangle F G K we have, (1) F K = F G sin a.
In triangle FG E we have, (2) F G = E F cos fi.
In triangle F K E we have, (3) F K = E F sin y, by
substitution FG m i a = E F sin y =

cos jj

sin y

. ’. sin y = sin a cos /3.
Returning to section EF, shown on Fig. 2,
point e is the mathematical point where the tape
would be if there wrere no sag. Let eel be the

Incline Sag- caused by Vertical Sag's of "
Feet.

Feet.
2

Feet.

Feet.

l

3

4

0-3
0-5
0-6
0-8
0-9

0-7
1-0
1-3
1-5
1-7

1-0
1-5
1-9
2-3
2-6

1-4
2-0
2-6
31
3 5

Feet.
O

Feet.

1-7
2-5
3-2
38
4-3

2-1
3 0
3-9
4-G
5-2

6

In Fig. 1 the parabolic line A ejB represents
the sagging tape as projected on to the stope
plane. The full drawn lin e / g h represents the
true position of the stope face, while the dotted
line f g l h show’s the false stope face as plotted
from the measurements taken underground.
The amount of vertical sag is dependent on the
length o f the line from which the offsets are taken
and the condition of the tape. The sag increases
as the square of the length of this line. A wet
tape increases the sag by reason of its increased
weight. The table shows' that the inclined sag
increases with increased dip y, i.e conversely
with the angle /3. When ji equals 90° the effect
of the sag on the offsetting is nil.
In the above example the length of the offset
line A B was 316 ft. A maximum vertical sag of
4 ft. will cause an offset error of 2 ft. (see table).
A ejB is a parabolic segment.
The area of a
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parabolic segment equals two thirds the area of
the circumscribed parallelogram. The area of
A eB ex for the above, sag will therefore amount to
§ x 2 x . 3 1 6 = 421 sq. ft. = 11'7 fathoms. I f the
'monthly area stoped be put at an average of 50
fathoms, the error in such a case would amount to
= 23'4% .

The follow ing table shows

the corresponding errors for different sags in the
above example :—
L e n g t h o f O f f s e t L i n e = 316 f t . y = 30°.

Vertical Sag.
Feet.

Area of parabolic
segment
AeJ3e-i
Fathoms.

5
4
3
2

14-6
11-7
8-8
5-9

Percent, error
(50 fathom per stope
taken as monthly
average).

'

29'2
23-4
17-6
11-8

The true, error is, however, greater than shown in
the above table ow ing to the difference in length
between the face line, and straight line AB.
I t may be urged, however, that .this sag will
occur every time the stope is measured, and the
error thus committed only once. Such is not the
case, for the sag will be different every month
owing to different tapes, different slant of stope
face, different length of offset lines, and sometimes
it may disappear altogether. The measurement
o f the next follow ing months stope face in the
above example (see Fig. 4) would not be affected
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stretched in.a straight line owing to the uneven
ness of the footwall and to jumpers and protruding
pieces of rock, and, furthermore, the rail is not a
defined point and may be a couple of feet out
from the survey line.
The errors, therefore, arising from a sagging
tape alone would seem almost sufficient to render
this method of stope measuring very unreliable.
But there are further sources of error.
The Projection E rror.— At A (see Fig. 1) the
tape hliould be held at a point on the straight
line joining pegs 12E and 13E (the pegs them
selves being only occasionally accessible from the
stope). This is, however, impracticable, and in
many cases impossible, and is therefore seldom
done in practice. The tape is simply held at a
mark in the hanging or foot, as the case may be,
and the distance to nearest •drive peg booked.
This mark would, in most cases, project on to
the stope plan somewhat above or below the
mathematically correct point, for instance at
points marked A j and A 2 in the above example.
Thereby a new error comes into account which I
will call the projection error. Figs. 5A and 5B

FIC. 4.

by sag to any extent.
In order to avoid
sag errors some surveyors start all the measure
ments from the ra ils ; but this practice only
replaces the effects of the sag by the far more
dangerous errors inherent to this method ; for
the tape, when held on the footwall, cannot be

will illustrate this, a b is the plane of the reef.
A represents the-m athem atically correct point
where the tape should be held, being on the
straight line joinin g two drive pegs. Instead of
being held on these points (irnpossible in the case
illustrated on Fig. 5B ) the tapes would, for
instance, be held at A x and A 2 respectively,
causing projection errors ia and
I f the tapes
were held at the foot instead of the hanging, a
corresponding error would occur.
In Fig. 1 the result of projection error would
be triangles of error A iA B and A 2A B respectively.
Another result would be wrong intersection at
point B.
Intersection E r r o r .— Fig. 4 illustrates a very
ordinary case of intersection error. The whole
framework for measurement of this stope face is
undefined and unreliable, and yet it was the only
system which could be adopted owing to the steep
ness and inaccessibility of the stope.'. The result
of the bad intersections would, in this case, cause
an error equal to the area of the polygons A]BB]A,
BD D ,B , and D F ^ D ,.
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The elasticity or extensibility of a linen tape
will also cause bad intersections. A stretch or
slackening o f 6 in. merely— which is unavoidable
— may, under certain adverse circumstances,.
cause an intersection error which completely
vitiates the work done.
Errors caused, by long offsets not being at right
angle to the tape.— These errors are not of the
same importance as the aforementioned, because
the fathomage must necessarily be chiefly
dependent on the triangle network or skeleton on
which the offsetting is founded. But offsetting
errors are nevertheless sometimes of great
importance. Fig. 6 show's such cases. The full
drawn line represents the true face, the dotted
represents the results of offsets askew'.

Fie. 6.

It is very difficult, not to say impossible, to
judge offsets of from 20 to 30 ft. in length at
right angles to the datum line, particularly as the
surveyor ofteD, in such cases, has to hang on to a
rope to keep his balance. The shortest distance
is an uncertain guide when the offset is long and
the datum line slack.
The effect of these errors, the projection,
intersection and offset errors, cannot be put
down into mathematical formulas because they
are so irregular and difficult to trace.
Besides these unavoidable errors there are
also other weighty objections to the present
methods. They are expensive, slow and com 
plicated.
They involve hardships, exhaustion
and even danger, which are often the true causes
of mistakes and omissions. It may seem, to

ju d g e from the plan, an easy thing to choose the
best triangle system, but it is quite a different
task in practice underground. Ropes may be
wanted to gain access to the stope and pegs, and
lines that seem easy enough on the plan may beimpossible underground ow'ing to inaccessibility,,
loose rock and dangerous h a n g in g ; continuous,
clim bing up and down the stopes is of tennecessary in order to assure that the tapes arenot catching and that they are held on the right
place.
I
now' consider it proved that the proienfr. •
systems of stope measuring involve possible errorsfar above the allowable error o f '■‘>/ as proposed
for legislation by the M ining Regulations Com 
mission. The members o f the latter, together with)
most mine surveyors are in favour of the tapetiiangulation method, and it has undoubtedly
many good points and practical advantagesunderground.
I have, however, taken moretrouble in proving its defects and discussing it in.
detail, because the method which I now propose
to explain is practically built on its basis, meeting
its defects, and avoiding its sources of error.
Having thus briefly criticised the most im 
portant systems o f stope measuring hitherto in
use on the Rand, I shall now proceed to explain
a new' method wherein I utilise as far as prac
ticable, the advantages of the old methods and
avoid their sources of error.
Before enteringinto the explan ation 'of this method, I wish to
emphasize that in all surveying the object is toarrive at a certain degree of accuracy, and, w'ith
this in view, the surveyor’s work should be
performed as expeditiously as possible.
In practice no stope forms a true plane.
Wecannot,' however, usually for practical reasons,
consider any spherical or other curved surface,
but are limited to projecting the stopes on to
planes.
The size and extent of such planesdepend on the conditions of individual mines,
and it is for the surveyor to judge where and
how to break the stope plans off.
Figure 7
shows a horizontal plan of a faulted part of a.
mine. The stopes of this block were plotted
and measured in three main sections, viz., a b c c l,
e f g h and b e h c , due allowance being made within
these main sections for curvature of the reef.
Cases of this nature are quite common. N o t
only faults, however, but sudden changes in the
dip and strike will often make it necessary to
measure the stopes in different sections.
My
method of stope-measuring employs a survey
instrument and tape.
By means of these,
distances and angles are measured and plotted
directly on the inclined plane o f the reef. The
instrument— which I have termed the “ Stereo^
meter”— is so constructed that it will measure the
true inclined angle betw'een any three points
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■without observing the horizontal and vertical
angles, there being no reduction required, and
other defects of the afore mentioned methods are
avoided. It is a free application of the prin
ciple of the sextant used for astronomical and
naval surveys to mine surveying, with certain
alterations to suit the requirements of stopemeasuring.
Figure 9 shows the latest type of the Stereometer in plan. Figure 1 0 ‘shows the instrument
in section through a b. A and B are .prisms.
Prism B is stationary, and prism A moveable,
being firmly fixed to the pivot P. To this pivot
is also fixed the top plate or alidade L. The top
prism, pivot and alidade thus form one solid
construction, which is shown separately in
Figure 13. The hypothenuse-sides of the prisms
are silvered. The prism A is adjustable on the
■coverplate D (see Figure 10J.
In Figure 9
A and D are not shown in order to sim plify the
■drawing. Prism B is similarly fixed to the plate
E.
The inside surfaces of plates D and E are
brightly polished so that they serve as reflectors
or view finders fo r the prisms, and thus enable
the surveyor to take his sights more rapidly.
Plate E is fixed to plate H . H is the lim b or
bottom -plate of the instrument, and terminates
in the handle O. H is shown separately in plan
in Figure 15, and Figure 16 is a front elevation
■of the same. Figure 17 is a side elevation,
Figure 18 a section through centre line g h, and
Figure 19 a section through e f .
J, shown
separately in Figure 14, is a metal plate which
is run into the slit in bottom plate H, and, when
in position it is clamped rigid by screw K. It is
for direct plotting o f angles and serves the same
■purpose as the drawing paper on a plane table.
■For this purpose the edge of the alidade or top

plate is bevelled to enable the angles to be struck
off on the plate J. By loosening screw K the
plate J is easily detached and replaced by a new
one, and a sufficient number of these should be
kept in stock. The plates can be applied directly
to the plan, and used instead of a protractor.
When finished with they can easily be cleaned,
and are then again ready for use. In many cases
it is convenient to read the angles, and book
them in the field-book. To provide for this the
bottom -plate is graduated for reading of angles,
there being a vernier attached to the top-plate.
The thickness o f a needle-prick is about ^ °, or
8 min., on an 8-in. protractor, and, since it is a
waste of time to take closer observations than
are absolutely necessary, it is desirable that the
stereometer be graduated to 10 min., easily esti
mated to 5 min. The ordinary traverse necessary
for stope measuring is not long enough to
accumulate errors of any consequence. Figures
11 and 12 show the arrangement of clamping
and slow-motion screw.
From the foregoing description it will be seen
that the instrument consists of two main parts,
namely ( 1) the bottom-plate, with lower prism
attached, and the handle with clam ping arrange
ment, and ( 2) the alidade or top-plate, pivot and
top prism. The instrument is designed to be
held in the hand, and the point N is for centre
iug under a suspended plum b-bob or plummetcandle.
Adjustments.— (1) The reflecting surfaces of
the prisms must be perpendicular to the plane
of the bottom-plate. They are properly adjusted
by the makers, and are not very liable to be
thrown out of position, but the adjustments
should occasionally be tested by the observer.
To test this perpendicularity of the reflecting
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surfaces, look into the prisms for the reflected
image of. the limb arc. The reflected arc, bs seen
in either prism, should appear to be a true' con
tinuation of the arc as seen directly outside the
prism. If the prisms are not in adjustment the
arc will appear broken at the point where direct
and reflected arcs come together.
This test
should hold good for any position of the alidade.
(2 ) To determine index errors, mount the
instrument on some kind o f stand in such a
position that the bottom -plate is truly horizontal,
by means of spirit-levels. Bring the reflected

image of a plumb-line, suspended at some-distance, into view in the lower prism. Turn'the
alidade until the reflected image of the same
plumb-line appears in the top prism in such a
position as to be a true unbroken continuation
of the image in the first prism. A t this position
the vernier 'should read zero, and if it does not
the reading is the index-error, and a correction
should be made to the readings. The error may,
however, be corrected by adjusting the vernier.
The correction is equal to the error, and is, of"
course, of contrary sign. I f the index stands on.
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the right of 0 °, all the instrument readings are
too small, hence the index correction is positive ;
but if it stands on the left of 0 °, the readings are
too large, and the correction is negative.
The use of the instrument is, briefly, as
follow s :— An angle between any three points,
“ back-sight ” point, “ set-up ” point, and “ fore
sight ” point, may be found by turning the
•alidade until images of the “ b a c k ” and. “ fore
s ig h t” points coincide at the contact of the two
prisms. The angle between the prisms is then
•equal to half of the angle between the points.
'The lower plate, however, is so graduated that
the correct angle is read directly, 1 ° of arc being
'marked as 2°, and so on.
E xa m p le: See Figure 20.— Let E and L be
“ b a c k ” and “ fore-sigh t” points, and K the

i
i
I
I
I

21

F?g 20.
■“ set-u p” point.
Let the observer’s .eye be
placed somewhere at 0 . A candle or plumb bob
■at E is then reflected to O in the immoveable
prism on the bottom plate, while the fore sight
point L is in a similar way also reflected to O
through the moveable a'idade prism. The angle
L K E then equals twice the angle between the
•reflecting sides o f the prims. The position O
•of the eye is most convenient for observing angles
about 180", because in this position the observer’s
head cannot come in the way, and also because
•a symmetrical position of the prisms is ideal
according to the laws of refraction.
When
angles of, say, 90° are wanted, the prisms will
have the position shown in Figure 21. LO will
then be parallel to the hypothenuse of the moveable prism. In such a case it may be easier and
■quicker to find the sights by holding-the eye at
O (in Figure 22) and to take the back sight
•straight through the alidade prism.
The instrument, may, of course, be furnished
with a distinct diopter or telescope, but for stope‘measuring purposes I find it more expedient to
indicate the place of sight, approximately only,
by a notch or mark, and to “ snap ” the angle as
■soon as the two images coincide, anywhere at
the contact of the prisms. A diopter or telescope
would naturally reduce the .field, and make the
observations more difficult. It may at first seem

difficult to get the points into view. It is there
fore a good plan to accustom one’s self to the
instrument on the surface before using it under
ground, in order to become familiar with its
movements. It should not be handled too dose
to the eye, but some distance away, strained
observations being quite unnecessary. The main
point is to hold the plane of the instrument in
the plane of the three points observed. Before
taking an observation, it is a good plan to make
a rough guess of the angle, and set the alidade
to it, so that there is little adjusting necessary
when taking the sight.
When Stope M easuring.— Choose the points
and suspend the plumb bobs. H old the instru
ment directly under the “ set-up ” plumb-bob in
such a position that the plane of the instrument
is approximately parallel to the plane of the
stope. It should be so held that the “ back
sight ” point is in a direction “ eyes r ig h t” its
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image being then observed in the lower prism.
Turn the alidade until the “ fore sight ” point
appears in the top prism, and, finally, adjust by
slow motion screw until the two images coincide.
X .B .— The instrument must all the time be held
approximately on the plane o f the reef, otherwise
the images will not appear in the prisms.
As regards the tape used, it is found more con
venient to use one graduated on both sides to
feet only, as this is easier to read, distances less
than a foot being easily estimated, and by its
use the possibility of mistaking feet for links is
avoided.
The stopes are measured with this instrument
either by radiation on the inclined plane of the
stope, by traversing and off-setting directly on
the inclined plane, or by com bination of both
principles.
5
The R adiation Method.— As a rule the radia
tion method will prove most expeditious, and
most suitable for fla t slopes where the pegs in
the stope are easily accessible and can, therefore,
be used over and over again for several months.
The principle o f radiation is also suitable for
steep stopes with few pillars, where one “ set-up ”
in the top drive and another at the bottom of
the stope is sufficient to overlook the entire
stope-face.
Figure 24 represents a steep stope, illustrates
the radiation method applied to stopes. The
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time. F or these intermediate points, plaster of
Paris pegs are suitable. They are quickly fixed,,
and are sufficiently strong ..to carry a plummet,
candle. I have found an ordinary small smoke-,
mark to answer the purpose of an intermediatestation quite w e ll; but it is more accurate to use
plum b-bobs suspended from a leather washersmeared with thick wagon grease, this causing it
to stick to the hanging sufficiently long for the
purpose, ‘ a tin of grease being -the only material
necessary.
The points sighted to must be in the sameinclined plane as that in which the stope is
measured and plotted. I have generally found,
the best position for such sighting points to be
at a distance of, say, two or three feet vertically
below the pegs ; this, however, varies somewhat,
according to the width of the stope. Points on
such a plane are on the reef plane, and can beseen at the longest possible distance. The. sight
ing point may conveniently be a candle held
behind a plumb-bob, or, better still, suspended
on a line, thus hanging directly under the peg.
It is an a d va n tage.to use coloured sighting
points in order to distinguish from other points,
in the stope. I have designed a plummet candle
for this purpose, with a collar made of coloured
mica.
Figure 25 represents a very steep stope full o f
pillars and stulls. The traverse 9"', a, 1, 2, 3, 4-

FIC.24.

F IG .2 5 .

instrument here in set up at peg 13 in the
top level, and at point C at the bottom of
the stope, and the stope measured by radiating
lines, this being done almost as fast as the
assistant can climb. Peg C must, of course,'be
located from the old pegs A and B, or to pegs in
the bottom level through boxhole.
The T averse Method.— In steep stopes, filled
with stulls arid pillars, the whole face is seldom
visible from the top drive and bottom peg, and
intermediate stations will, therefore, have to be
put in. To put in a peg hole in a steep stope
is, however, trying and very slow work, owing to
the awkward positions the hammer boys are
compelled to work in. Instead of giving heavy
blows they only manage to tap the drills, and at
this rate even small holes w ill take a considerable

b, was run by measuring inclined angles and
distances. O wing to the steepness o f the stope
the Stereometer was held in the hand. The.
method of measuring is as fo llo w s :—
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The surveyor plumbs his instrument under peg
a, the desired vertical distance. The assistant
climbs down the stope and fixes a smoke mark or
temporary peg at a convenient place say at 1.
The surveyor sights and records the angle at 9 a 1,
and reads the distances 9 a and a 1. Boys being
stationed at a and 1 holding the tape, the
surveyor takes offsets with an offsetting rod to
the stope face from line a 1 as he descends the
stope. In the meantime, the assistant climbs
further down and selects the next station or
point, and thus the surveyor continues to survey
until point b is reached. Point b, if not an old
peg previously determined, must be located on the
stope plan either by connecting down to pegs in
bottom drive or by continuing the stope tiaverse
on the west side of the winze up to the top drive,
i. e. up the opposite face.
Plottin g — The traverse 9 '',«,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 is plotted
on a sheet of transparent paper directly from the
inclined observations.
Points 9"' and b are
joined by a straight line and the tracing paper
placed on the stope plan. The points a, 1,2,3,4
are then transferred on to the stope plan by
pricking through and the stope face plotted from
the offset measurements.
The effect of the above measurements is the
same as if a mathematically straight line 9” b had
been available and the stope plotted from the
same ; but the traverse being composed of short
lines it is not to any extent influenced by errors
due to sagging of the tape or long and inaccurate
offsets.
Owing to the stretching or contra :ting of tapes, or uneven dip of the reef, the
straight line 9"’ b on the tracing paper may be
slightly longer or shorter than the corresponding
line on the stope plan. Such difference should
be adjusted evenly at the top aud bottom peg,
but this is o f little importance as regards the
accuracy of the area stoped, merely tending to
lengthen or shorten the stope somewhat and not
affecting the fathomage appreciably. Great care
should be taken in fixing the top and bottom
pegs as the stope advances. The stope shown in
Fig. 25 would' without the aid of the stereometer,
require several intermediate points to be fixed by
tape intersections or by theodolite, and this,
owing to the number of stulls and to the steepness
o f the stope, would take a long time and be
liable to considerable errors.
In some cases of stope measuring a combination
of the radiation traverse m ethod will be most
suitable (see Figs. 26 and 24). •
These few examples will illustrate the
advantages of the stereometer.
Besides its
accuracy and simplicity, the follow ing points may
be claimed for i t :—
(1)
It affords a continuous and clear method
of procedure unobtainable by any other system
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of stope measuring, and in addition, the work is
straight forward and repeated climbing unneces
sary.
( 2) - The risk and difficulty in setting up a.
theodolite on an incline is obviated by this new
method, and nearly all of the hardships met with
in stope measuring are dispensed with.
It also combines the advantages of all the old
methods, avoiding at the same time their
difficulties and sources of error.
It has the great advantage that errors are
not accumulated, this accumulation having
already proved to be so fatal to the triangula
tion method under unfavourable conditions.
Any two measurements of the same stope,.
since they are tied up to the drive pegs at
top and bottom , must therefore necessarily
agree.
Thus checks are easily established,
and nothing but an actual mistake can cause any
appreciable inconsistency in fathomage. Even
if some days have elapsed since the first measure
ment was taken, the untouched benches of the
stope will prove whether the first measurement
was correct or not, and the data in hand will
enable a correction to be made. A mistake in
the main traverse, however, is not likely to be
undetected when plotting the first survey, as this
m ethod gives no room for any “ jam m ing in,”
which is often necessary in triangulation.
Frequently pegs are blasted out during stoping, and new ones have to be surveyed in. The
setting up o f a theodolite is slow, and its accuracy
is not necessary for this work, and added to this
great inconvenience is caused by tramming and
other operations, which are carried on in the
drive. These points are, however, conveniently
surveyed in by use of the stereometer and w'ith
remarkable speed.
W ith this instrument the.
inclined angles of the drive may be observed
directly, but in many cases one cannot see down
the stope from the drive owing to bad driving,,
stulls, pillars, etc., and consequently the instru-.
ment cannot be held in the true plane of the reef..
In this case the new drive pegs must be surveyed
in on the horizontal plane and the horizontal
angles afterwards corrected for the dip o f the ret £■
when plotting on the stope plan (see tables).
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Stope P lan s.— The filling in of topographical
charts in geodetic survey, often done by measur
ing-table, is always built up and framed on
■accurate triangulations by theodolite, this being
the principle in all survey operations, i.e., to
work from the whole to the part, and from the
.greater to the less. A similar proceeding should
■be follow ed underground, where every stope
measurement must be based on a triangle-net,
■which is .built up on the stope-plan by joinin g
■convenient points to the traverse in the top and
bottom drives bounding the stope. Tlie con
struction of accurate stope-plans is, therefore, of
great importance, being the most effective means
-of detecting mistakes or slips in measuring.
Every block of ground should be plotted
■separately in order to avoid distortions from
■surrounding areas, and the stope unfolded, so
that the closest approximation possible to the
true stope-surface is reached.
The true distance d between any two pegs is
ound directly from their actual co-ordinates
x, y and z (z representing levels). T h us: —
J i x i - x - i Y + i y - i - y i f + i h - h T wliere * 1.
y v zlt and a-2, y 2, z2, represent the co-ordinates
o f the two points respectively.
(1) Then let xj - x . 2 = A x
y i~ y 2= A y

2l - 22= A Z
The distance d is now found by a simple and
quick graphical construction, as follows (see
Fig. 27) :—

C

Draw two lines, AB, BC, at right angles. A long
A B mark off the length of A x to the scale
required for the stope plan. Along BC mark off
A y . The hypotenuse H will then be :—
(2) H = J ( A x)'1 + ( A y ) 2. Take H in a pair
of beam compasses and mark it off along one
■line, say, BC. N ow mark off A x along the other
line AB. The hypotenuse H j will then be : —
(3) H j = n/H 2 + ( a s )2 by substituting (2) in (3)
= i j ( A a?)2 + ( A y Y + ( A s )5 and by substitut
in g equations (1) into (3) we g e t :—
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H i = J ( Xl - x 2y2 + (>; - y 2f + (2j - %) 2 _
equals the true distance between the two points
in question.
To save the time of scaling off on to the paper,
a simple mechanical device may be easily made
to do this work by clamping two scales at right
angles so that the zero points coincide.
Well conditioned triangles are built up from
such distances, intermediate pegs filled in, and a
sufficient number of check lines ta k en .. The
check lines will give a clear idea of the accuracy
of the plan. Many pegs are not on the reef body
itself but some distance from it, owing to bad
driving or faulting, and these pegs should be
omitted in the main triangle net. Intermediate
points may be filled in from a table calculated for
this purpose.
The follow ing example taken from the Angelo
Section, E .R .P . Mines, Ltd., will further demon
strate the system. Fig. 30 shows the stope plan
of. a stretch of ground between the 12 th and
13th levels Pegs 8, 10 and 12 on the 12th level,
and pegs 10 and 14 on the 13th level, are not
included in the main triangle net, since they
represent rather irregular driving, while 12, 13
and 16 are excluded from the main triangle net
in order to sim plify the construction.
The method o f plotting this stope plan was as
follow s :— (See Fig. 30.) The line 9 j.il! 12 was
drawn parallel to the cop edge of the paper, then
point 1113 was located by intersection of lines
9i21113 and 11121113, whilst points 1513 and 1312
were located in the same manner, and so on east
wards up to the winze. In a similar way the
triangles to the left of the base line were com 
pleted. The intermediate points, e.g., peg 8V2,
were located by intersections of three lines, here
6A128-,.„ 9 1.,8|2 and 8in91;{. The degree o f neatness
of the intersection gives the necessary warning of
any discrepancy, and the centre of the small
triangle of error locates the position of the point.
A ll intermediate points were then filled in and
the traverse points joined. The winzes were then
plotted from actual measurements. To get an
idea of the correctness of the plan the lines
6Ala1013, 10 j 312-,.3 and 10j.,S]3 were tried as shown
on the plan where the greatest divergence from
the true distance was 6 in.
W hen drawing in the sides o f the drive on the
stope plan, Table I. converting the horizontal
offsets into corresponding inclined offsets, may be
used
Table I. is calculated for a dip of about
45°, and gives a quick and handy approximation,
saving projections or inclined offsetting under
ground. In exceptional cases of bad driving the
table will not be correct.
This method saves the construction of horizontal
plans and vertical sections to a large scale (say,
•jijj-). The plan represents an actual unfolding
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of the stope, and is, therefore, accurate within
any reasonable error and free from distortions of
any consequence.
M ethod o f F illin g in Interm ediate P egs.— In
Fig. 30, 9E and 11E are pegs fixed on the stope
plan. ' Join 9E and 11E. From these two points
draw lines which intersect at the point a, so that
9Ea l l E make the horizontal angle between these
three points. From a drop a perpendicular to
point b and measure its length. Substitute this
distance by the inclined distance found in a table
calculated for this purpose for the dip at this point.
P lot this distance on the perpendicular from its
intersection point b and call this point 10R, join
and 9E10E11E will then be the true inclined angle.
This method of transferring horizontal angles
to inclined angles leads to a very quick approxi
mation for constructing stope plans.
The
horizontal traverse A to F (see Fig. 31) of the
top drive of a stope is plotted by protractor
or co-ordinates, the line ab showing the average
strike of the reef for the block in question.
The inclined strike line ci'-b1 is drawn parallel to
ab. Project the pegs of the horizontal traverse
on to both strike lines. Measure the distances
from horizontal pegs to line ab, and find the
corresponding inclined distance from the table
(dips being estimated from plans in -^ y ). From
the inclined strike line a xbx offset these inclined
distances and join the offset points A 1 to F „ thus
representing the inclined traverse. The inclined
position o f at least two points o f the bottom
drive having been located by the co-ordinate
m ethod as previously described, the intermediate
bottom pegs are filled in from a new strike line
as above, or from the bottom stope. This approxi
mation, being a projection, should only be used
when the drives on reef are fairly straight.
T a b l e I.
On m Plane., _
Horizontal
Offsets.

Incline Offsets.
^ Jiottom.

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

22-5
3-4
455-5
67'
8- '
8-5
9JJ

Top:

o0-5
1 -'
2•
2 o
344-5
5J)
»
if
»
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In a paper of this description it is impossible
to include all proofs and references to refraction,
etc., and it will be found that in parts abbrevia
tions have been necessary. If, however, any
members would like to go. further into the sub
ject, I shall be very pleased to give them any
information they may wish to have.
D uring the last six months I have been able
to carry out many experimental surveys under
ground, and these have given ample proof of the
accuracy of this method, and its superiority over
those already in use. The present form of thestereometer is the result of these investigations,,
which have shown the defects in my first con
structions, and have also indicated desirable
improvements.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the Joint
General Managers of the East Rand Proprietary
Mines, Messrs. J. Morris and S. Penlerick, for
their valuable assistance, and the facilities for
carrying out this work with which they have
provided me ; without this the work could not
have reached its present stage. I am also greatly
indebted to Mr. C. Horst, before whom I first
laid m y ideas, and whose advice and criticisms
have been most valuable. Further, I have to
thank Mr. W . L. Wlnte, the Underground
Manager of the Angelo G old Mine, where these
experiments were carried out, and also Mr. J.
W hitehouse for advice in drawing up this paper.

The President : I wish to propose a very
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Tonnesen for hismost interesting paper, which I am sure will
prove of great interest to our members connected
with mining and surveying, The matter of stope
measurements is a great thorn in the side of
surveyors, mine managers and mine captains. I
should also like to congratulate Mr. Tonnesen on
the ingenuity he has shown in devising his instru
ment, which I am sure will be o f great use in rapid
methods of measuring and surveying stcpes.
Mr. A. Richardson ( Member o f Council)-. I
have much pleasure in seconding the vote of
thanks to Mr. Tonnesen for the able way in
which he has dealt with a subject of the greatest
importance both to the surveyors and-the mining
industry generally, and for the ingenuity he has
displayed in the invention of an instrument which
promises to considerably lighten the labours of
surveyors on “ measuring up ” days. As I intend
to test the instrument I will reserve my remarks
on it and on the paper for a future occasion.
Mr. C. B. Saner {M e mber o f C o u n cil): I
should like to support the vote of th a n k s; I was
a mine surveyor some years ago, and frequently
had to hide myself for tw o or three days after
the end o f the month.: The poor unfortunate
mine surveyor was always supposed to be “ doing
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tlie miner dow n,” although he was doing his best.
I hope that those of our members who are mine
surveyors, samplers and miners will criticise this
paper, and bring their views, experiences, and
ideas forward. I think the author well deserves
tlie thanks of miners and surveyors.

Mr. W. S. V. Price ( Associate ) : The last
speaker pointed out that the surveyor has gener
ally to make himself pretty scarce after “ measur
ing up.” This paper brought m'e?to :Johanriesburg
to-night, as I hoped to'd iscov er the reason for
the discrepa.ncy between the miners’ measure
ments and the surveyors’ measurements. AVe all
know the miner who drills 5 ft. holes, finds 3 ft.
sockets, and yet reckons h e ‘has-'broken a fathom
of ground with four holes ; but' there are others
who do break tlie ground, good miners, and good
workers, but who do not get paid for the ground
they break. There are some things Svhich, to a
certain extent, have been explained 'to me this
evening. One is this sagging in the tape and
long distances between pegs. But that is1easily
remedied. I think we should use steel tapes and
shorter lines, and if the boys cannot do the work
you must have more white men. W ith regard to
the errors pointed out here, errors in reading, and
tlie difficulties of taking a clear observation, the
same may apply to the sextant. Before I came
out to this country I was follow ing the sea for
many years, and made my way about the ocean
with the use o f a sextant, but it has to be read
rather closer than ten minutes (of arc). I f you
take a lunar observation ten minutes out you
might find yourself about fifty miles inland. The
simpler your instrument the better. If you devise
an 'instrument that will sim plify the measure
ments the less likelihood there is of mistakes, for
we all know that m ultiplicity o f figures leads to
error. W ith regard to the alteration of stope
plans from one plane to another, I cannot see ,
why the stope plan should not be kept on the
plane of the reef and, if necessary, owing to
change of dip, make it in two sections. W e know
the surveyors have an awful lot of work to do in ■
a very short time. As to danger and inconveni
ence of steep stopes, bad hanging, etc., the miner
has to put up with all that, and sometimes with
a machine hanging round his neck. W henever
I W'as underground, and the surveyor was measur
ing up, I was always willing to help him. Mr.
Tonnesen’s stereometer certainly seems very in
genious, and some such thing ought to make
mine surveying very much simpler. I have,
therefore, very much pleasure in supporting the
vote of thanks to Mr. Tonnesen for his paper and
his invention, which I am sure will be a great
help to everyone connected with mining.
The vote of thanks was cordially agreed to.

38O''

Mr. 0 . S. Tonnesen ( Member) : I thank you
for the way you have received my paper, and for .
your kind remarks.
Mr. Price claims that it is of no consequence
whether the boys have to do repeated climbing.
T o this I agree, except for the waste of time, but..
I referred to the surveyor. It is desirable that
he should be spared any unnecessary climbing so
that he may lend his attention to the more im -portant part of his work. Mr. Price suggests
that the surveyor should ask the miner to give
him assistance in h old itg and adjusting tapes.
This might in some cases be adopted with advant
age if you know your man, but \vould be a
dangerous practice.
A s to comparing my instrument to the sextant,
I wish to point out that the sextant is too slow
in use, owing to its telescope and limited field of
view
Its excentricity and limitation to small
angles are also great objections.
Mr. Price supports my views of using shorter
lines in order to avoid sags, but he recommends
the use of steel tapes. I am not in favour o f steel tapes for stope measuring, because they are cumbersome in practice and rather increase than
decrease the amount of sag owing to their greater
weight.

The President : The hour is getting late,
and it was resolved at our last Council meeting
that somewhere about the hour of 9 o ’clock dis
cussion should be commenced, because the papers,
have been numerous and o f varying interest, and
we generally found that it is nearly time to close- '
the meeting before there was any time to bring
on discussion ; therefore I propose to act on the
resolution of the Council, and postpone the read
ing of the next tw o-papers; and to take the dis- :
cussion on .the several papers on the agenda.
W H IT E L A B O U R I N M IN IN G .
(Read at January M eeting, 1909.)
'

By T o m J o h n s o n (Member).
DISCUSSION.

Mr. W. S. V. Price (Associate) : It may seem
a" little extraordinary for one who is practically a.
novice in mining matters, to criticise so experi
enced a miner as Mr. Johnson, but there are one
or two things that struck me on reading his paperin the Jowrnal, and so'far as I know they have
not been touched upon. I was pleased to seethat in one case the author mentions that a manrunning three machines would -not-do 50% morework than if he were running two. On paper,.
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the theory is that if you got 50% more machines
you broke 50% more ground, but like many other
theories, it does not always work out, for a man
cannot be in three places at once. That is the
main trouble. There are some who say that a
white man cannot shovel as much rock as a
native. The author says in his paper that if he
could not do the same work and better than a
nigger he would like to change his colour. Just
before the first parliamentary elections in this
Colony'*' my old mother wrote and asked me, “ how
was it there were so many white men on the
streets, whilst the mines were wanting labour'?”
She asked, “ could they not do the work, or were
they too lazy ? ” M y idea in regard to this being
a white man’s country, is that the white man
should be the boss all the time, not that the work
should degrade a white man— far from i t ; I have
no fancy ideas o f that k in d; I believe, with Mr.
Lionel Phillips, that when a white man .does
that kind of work he should prove himself the
better man. When I went to learn mining, I
started on the Village Main Reef mine. I
was on the machines, but at one time machines
were not available, and the shift boss asked me
if I would mind going lashing. I averaged 15s.
a day tramming, but I worked for it. I f they
could get Kafirs to do the work at 3d. a truck,
w hy should they pay a 'w h ite man Is. for the
same work ; for I never heard anyone except
“ Labour M em bers” suggest that mines were to be
run as benevolent institutions. M y objection
to the unskilled white man underground is, that
it is putting him in competition with the Kafir.
Y o u have had living proof of what white unskilled
labour does underground, how it lowers wages, etc.
D uring the strike the mines were flooded with
Dutchmen and others, at from 5s. to 10s. a day,
and it was certainly against the miners interest,
for I know of some even now who are running
three and even four machines for ,16s. 8d. a shift.
A s it is now, there is very keen competition, even
am ongst skilled men. O f course there is always
room at the top, but you have to get there first.'
O ne manager told me that they had 90 men,
lashers, etc., pass through their hands in thirteen
days. As soon as they g ot a few shillings they
gave it up. As the author points out, their
hearts were broken ; they were probably mostly
clerks, men who had never done a day’s hard
work, i.e., manual labour, in their lives. On the
Village Deep some years ago, out of their staff of
lashers underground they had one bank manager,
a ship master, and a tea plantation manager.
These, fellows, however, had grit and back
bone, and stuck to their w o r k ; in one case I
saw a man’s hand quite raw. The men the
* 1907.
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author has referred to went there ju st to get a
day’s pay. Then he goes on with his figures as
to pay, etc., under certain conditions. W ell, you
can make figures prove •pretty nearly anything
you like. H e speaks about men running ten and
twelve machines, but a man cannot be in three or
four places at the same time, and although he
may order a hole to be run in a certain direction,
as soon as he leaves the machine, the chances are
the holes g o in some other direction. H e mentions
young lads going down, say, as drill collectors,
young white lads instead of Kafirs. N ow a Kafir
will go underground for six or twelve months, then he buys a couple of wives, and he is a made man,
and his mining days are over, unless drought or
locusts send him back again. Suppose you
put your son in at that work. That boy eats just
as much dust as a miner. A man who contem
plates sending his children underground like that
is not going to do it unless they are starving. The
average life of a miner is about seven years. Are
you going to kill your boys before they are
tw enty? A youngster should become big and
strong before he goes underground, under the
conditions obtaining to day.
W hat induce
ment is there for a youngster to go under
ground'! There are some mines well ventilated,
but in the greater number of the mines on the
Rand, the ventilation and sanitation are in a very
bad condition. I said before the strike, and have
said it since, “ every man knows that wages must
come down, and things find their level some day,”
but in the meantime the owners will have to spend
a lot of money on ventilation, etc. I f a man’s
life were made safer underground he would be
able to work there for lower wages, for if a man’s
working life is twenty years, he does not need
to earn as much in the first five years, as he would
if five years represented his w ork in g .life; but at
the present time it is no use sending your boys
underground, unless you have g ot them well
insured ;' although it would certainly solve the
question o f “ what to do with our boys ! ”
Regarding surveyors, there.is amongst mining men
a very black name given to one particular group
of mines— “ no names no pack drill.” I worked
on one mine where the manager asked me,
“ would you recognise your working face if you
saw it on the stope plan 1 ” As soon as I saw it
I knew I could draw a better plan with m y eyes
shut. It was absolute robbery. W here I had a
12 ft. or 14 ft. box hole, they had ju st put a
6 ft. box hole in the plan. The drive pillars
were 16 ft. thick in the plan instead o f about
6 ft. thick. They gave us £ 3 for each box hole
it is true, but from box hole to box hole you had
to cut away 10 ft. of ground for nothing. That
is a great inducement for a man to send his
children underground, is it not ?
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A rth ur J. A ndrews—South A frica n Coals and Their Economics.

S O U T H A F R IC A N C O A L S A N D T H E IR
E C O N O M IC S .
(.Read at A p ril M eeting, 19 09 .)
By

A rth u r

J.

A n d rew s.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. W. Cullen (Pa-st-President) :

sulphuric acid is being made to-day by the old
“ Cham ber” process, than ever there was before.
The explanation you all know, but it is wonderful
all the same.
Reference was made b y the author to the
necessity for choosing the proper coal for certain
conditions, but it must be remembered that few
mine managers are their own free agents with
regard to the choice o f coal, consequently very
great anomalies exist on certain mines, coal being
frequently used for boiler installations for which
it is unsuited in many cases, a large proportion
of the heat going straight up the chimney. T his
is' a very important matter indeed, and one which
does not receive that attention which it merits.
I have already referred to the question o f
stoking, and at an early date hope to place the
records of an instrument which records the per
centage of carbonic acid in flue gases before you.
So far it has not been worked long enough to
entitle one to say that is an unqualified success,
but everything points to its being a very
thorough check on the work of stokers.

I think
this paper merits a good deal of discussion, and
taken in conjunction with the remarks made by
Mr. M cArthur Johnston, it is, in m y opinion, one
of the best papers we have had before the Society
for some time. One o f the first things which
struck me when I came to this country was the
curious black colour o f the coal ash dumps which
one saw in the vicinity of every boiler plant. I
naturally looked into the matter, and found carbon
in astonishing quantities. Recently these same
- dumps have quite changed their colour, a result
of more careful supervision o f the stoking, but
still there is too much carbon. However, investi
gation and reflection showed me that it was im 
Mr. A. McA. Johnston ( Vice-Presi/lent) ■. The
possible at this altitude, and with, the comparative
experience on our mines has been that when a.
“ thinness” of the air, to expect combustion to go
man goes on shift, the first thing he does is to see
on quite as satisfactorily as at the coast. In any
what the reading of this apparatus has been
case, the author’s explanation for the comparative
during the previous shift, so that he may keep
failure of some coals, confirms what I have found
up to a certain standard, or if possible, beat it.
over and over again. The calorific value is far
from being everything, and buying coal having a
The President : I am sure I can quite agree
very high ash on a purely calorific basis, is more
with Mr. Cullen’s remarks. I have had cases
often than not merely throwing money away.
come under my notice where a boiler plant has
W ith one coal, which I recently tried, the stokers
been fired with “ that rotten Boksburg” coal, and
solemnly assured me that for every five truck ..has given excellent results. Then follow ing
loads of coal which they threw on the fire, they
that, “ M iddleburg ” coal has been introduced,
had to clean out six trucks of ashes. In any
and absolutely no steam could be g o t ; so that
case, though this coal was very cheap, as a result
evidently the class of grate used in the boilers
of its low calorific value for steam raising pur
was unsuitable.
poses, clay would have done almost as well.
Prof. J . A . Wilkinson ( Member o f Council) :
There is one point which the author has not
I should like to ask Mr. M cArthur Johnston if
referred to, but which is of very great economic
the C 0 2 readings of the automatic recorders are
importance, viz., the effect of “ weathering” upon
checked from time to time b y an actual analysis
coal. N ot only are the burning qualities affected,
of the flue gases, which can be done in a veiy
but the coal loses greatly in weight as all know
short time and with sufficient accuracy, by an
who have much to do with the question. I would
Orsat’s apparatus.
suggest that this is a subject worth looking into
Mr. A. McA. Johnston : The C O , recorders
by some of the chemists.
are tested regularly by one of the members of our
I how pass on to Mr. M cArthur Johnston’s
laboratory staff.
remarks, to which, however, I have already
referred. A m ong other things, he points out
Prof. J. A. Wilkinson : It is also important
that steam would die hard as opposed to electri
that the amount of CO should be tested from
city, if greater care and attention were paid to
time to time.
efficiency. I might cite two parallel cases, viz ,
Mr. A. McA. J o h n s to n : W e test for C 0 2>
coal gas, and the old “ C ham ber” process for the
and as soon as we have the instrument in con
manufacture o f sulphuric acid. Theoretically,
cordance with the Orsat, we run through several •
both o f these processes were dead years ago, but in
determinations of CO and then, if ne'cessaryj
practice coal gas is far from being dead— indeed,
regulate the intake until no CO is found.
it is in a very flourishing condition, and more
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S U G G E S T IO N S ' F O E A N E W
.
T HE O R Y .

A T O M IC

Ga 70
’! 169

Ge 72
? 167

As 75
1 164

Se 79
'( 160

239

239

239

239

Br 80
i 159

Kr 821 157

E b 85
1 154

Sr 87
? 152

239

239

239

Zr 90
1 149

Cb 94
1 145

239

239

239

239

N p 99
Ce 140

Eu 101
La 139

Eh 102
Ba 137

Pd 106
Cs 133

239

240

239

239

A g 108
X e 128

Cd 112
I 127.

In 115
Te 127

Sn 119
Sb 120

239

242

239

( Read at A p ril Meeting, 1909.)
By

J ames

M om , M .A ., D .Sc.,
(Vice-President).

F .R .S .S A .

DISCUSSION.

239

Mr. P. R. Roux ( Visitor) :

To prove that a
series of numbers occurs in regular sequence, put
down half the numbers on a horizontal line in
■consecutive order, and the other half in a reverse
order underneath, thus :—
3
6
9 12 15
30 27 24 21
18
33 33 33 33 33
I t will be seen that the highest and lowest,
second highest and second lowest, etc., give the
same sum. A pp ly this law now to the atomic
weights o f the elements, keeping for, the sake of
;sirnplicity to whole numbers. First note, that
from hydrogen to tin, including nipponium there
are fifty elements, which form the first, half, con
sequently there will be many vacant spaces for
numerical analogues in the second half, especially
between bismuth and uranium.
1
H
U 238

He
4
?Ux 235

239

239

239

239

B
11
? 228

C 12
?Io 227

N
14
R 225

O
16
1 223

239

239

239

239

F
19
i 220

N e 20
'I 219

Na 23
1 216

Mg 24
1 215

239

239

239

239

A1 27
'! 212

Si 28
1 211

P 31
Bi 208

S 32
Pb 207

239

239

239

239

35

T1 204

A
38
? 201

K
39
H g 200

Ca 40
Au 197

239

239

239

237

Cl

Sc 44
Pt .195

■C . “'

'239 ■

Be
9
1 230

Ti 48
Ir 193

,V 51
Os 191

C r 52
1 187

Mn 55
W 184

241

242

.239

239

58 ■ .C o
59 ’ Cu 63
I 180
■I 176

Zn 65
1 174

239
Fe , .56
Ta ,18 3

Li
7
Th 232

Ni

181
■239

c.. 239,;

j , 1^239

239
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Y

89
’! 150

236

■

.

Mo 96
1 143

Leaving out the more or less terra incognita
between radium and bismuth, and again between
lanthanum and cerium, we get twenty sets of
analogues, comprising forty elements, to ju dge
the law by. O f these forty 70% agree with the
number 239, and the rest run from about 1'25%
below to about 1 2 5 % above the required number.
I suggest that radio-active phenomena play an
important part in the determinations of atomic
weights. A ccording to my law, gold should have
a weight of 199 instead o f 197. (N ote, if one
analogue has an even number the other has an
uneven number.) During chemical action, when
the atoms of gold are in a nascent condition,
they would be far more liable to degradation than
in a^solid condition. A n d even in the solid state,
when in contact with lead, particles of gold will
migrate into the lead. Compare the analogous
positions o f Cu, Au, A g and U x on the diagram.
The strong radio active properties of U x are well
known. It is also worthy of remark that these
three metals are diamagnetic, the latter property
suggesting the existence of emanations which repel
magnetism. It would be interesting to put a
definite weight o f gold through chemical action
over and over again,.to see whether degradation
does set in during a nascent condition. Oxygen
also occupies an analogous position (third on the
right of the apices of the triangles). A nd if the
theory of degradation means anything at. all, it
certainly explains why oxygen is a fraction less
than 16 if hydrogen is 1.
To digress for a minute, degradation is not
quite a correct term to use. I f the process,
whereby the elements were primarily formed is
termed evolution, then degradation is the right
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word to use in radio-active phenomena, but the
elements were never formed by a process of
evolution, they were form ed by an opposite pro
cess, that of involution. By involution, I mean
a folding up— a condensation, and by evolution I
mean an unfolding— an expansion. By looking
at the question from this stand-point, it is clear
that involution precedes evolution.* Involution
is negative in character, and evolution is positive.
There is one primordial substance permeating the
.universe in seven different forms— the seven
fundamental notes that produce cosmic harmony
— the solid, the liquid, the gaseous, the ultragaseous, the mind of man, the psyche and the
primordial form. The process of involution pro
ceeds to a given point in the circumference of a
circle, then evolution sets in and continues to the
starting p oin t--th u s <ompleting one of nature’s
endless cycles. Take i.iiinium, it has reached the
lim it of involution, ainl since nothing remains in
a stationary position for ever, it gradually evolutes
up to the starting point— the primordial form —
through the different stages of radio-active pheno
mena. During the first stage it breaks up into
U x and the difference in weight between the two
soon migrates beyond the ken of man, where in
course of time it becomes again subjected to the
lavvs o f involution.
W e are now in a position to see that, however
stable silver, gold and copper may seem to be in
comparison to U x, they are, nevertheless, subject
to the same laws of radio-active phenomena.
L et us return to the atomic weights. The
elements, when plotted in the manner fhown on
the diagram, produce a series of waves occuring
in regular sequence, and vibrate across a common
central zero line, upon which the inert gases are
placed. This system reveals some most remark
able analogies o f the elements at a glance.
Hydrogen, the great stumbling block to periodists,
fits,perfectly into its place.
*
I have explained this subject more fully in a small
.that is still in manuscript form. ,

There remain three inert gases to be discovered.
As the elements occur in perfect sequence one
naturally expects a similar occurence of their
properties, and this is exactly what happens.
Tneir specific gravities reach their maximum
at extreme points at carbon, silicon, nickel,
rhodium, cerium, etc. As the elements approach
the zero line from these points their specific
gravities gradually decrease, except those of
uranium and thorium. These two elements are
only connected with the zero line in a reversed
way, hence their exception to the general rule.
Their melting points also follow each other in
periodical sequence, but in a more complicated
law. The maximum points are at or near carbon,
silicon, titanium, iron, germanium, zirconium,
rhodium, tellurium, cerium, etc., with a series of
undulations between these points.
I have not gone into any further properties. The
system is only a few days old, but I thought it
w ould interest the audience to become acquainted
with the ground I have covered so far. I fully
expect that all other properties of the elements
w ill show a perfect system depending on this one.
O f course some of the atom ic weights on the
diagram are only approximate, consequently if
chlorine be taken as 35'46 then its numerical
analogue, thallium, must be 203 54, and so on
with all the other pairs.
The President : I should like to thank Mr.
R ou x for his very interesting contribution to the
discussion on Dr. M oir’s paper.
R O U T IN E A S S A Y IN G O N A W E S T R A L IA N
M IN E .
( Read at December M eeting, 19 08 .)
B y W . B . B l y t h (Associate).
DISCUSSION.

Mr. H. A. W hite (M ember o f Council) :

I

intervene in this discussion only for the purpose
work
of knocking another nail in the coffin of that
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lioary headed superstition, the universal necessity
for borax.
Mr. W ilm oth’s contribution to this question
reminds me of the celebrated painter whose
effects were much admired by an enquiring
student. Tell me, said the student, what do you
use to mix your colours with 1 The reply was,
“ brains.” Before I deal faithfully with this
sinner I will read to you what Mr. Clennell, who
is well and favourably known to many of us as a
skilled experimenter, has to say upon the matter
in tlie last issue received of the Engineering and
M inin g Journal. He says :—
“ Experimental work carried on throughout a
period of six months on a typical free-milling ore
presenting no special features of difficulty, led me
to form certain conclusions regarding the use of
borax in assay fluxes. The investigation was
undertaken mainly on the follow ing grounds :—
(1 ) The fluxes previously used in assaying this
particular ore had not given entirely satisfactory
results.
(2) Statements had been made that the use of
borax as an assay flux is liable to give rise to
•serious losses. It was thought worth while to
test the latter point experimentally on a quartzose
ore practically free from base metals except iron.
The iron was present almost exclusively as oxide,
in varying amount.
The chief points noted in the course of these
tests were the follow ing : —
(1) The use of a large excess of borax has a
tendency to produce a hard stony slag very
difficult to separate from the lead; when touched,
especially with a sharp instrument, it sometimes
flies to pieces with explosive violence or suddenly
crystallises in radiating n eedles; a film of lead
almost invariably breaks off the button and
adheres to the slag. This detached lead can only
be recovered with much labour and some portion
is probably always lost in hammering out the
buttons,
(2 ) W hen no borax at all is used in the flux,
the button separates absolutely clean from the
slag, so that in soms cases it can be cupelled
-direct without even hammering out. W hile cool
ing in the moulds a scum rose to the surface,
-which on closer examination was seen to consist
of a network of straw-coloured crystals, evidently
resulting from some constituent of the ore which
remained unfused in the absence of borax.
(3 ) The presence of borax made the charges
distinctly more fusible and gave, usually, a clear
greenish slag. By using a small quantity of
borax in the charge, not exceeding 5 gm. to
10 gm. per A .T. of ore, it was found that a
uniform fusible slag was produced without any
noticeable amount of the scum, and that the
buttons could be detached from the slag by a
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slight blow, without any portion o f lead adhering
to the slag.
(4)
The slag became more deliquescent as the
proportion of borax was diminished. This deli
quescence is a disadvantage only when hammer
ing out is delayed for some cause or other, as
when a batch of assays is left in the moulds over
night.
In a series of tests, one assay of each sample
was made with a flux containing no borax, and
another assay with a flux as similar as possible,,
but containing borax. The fluxes were adjusted
so that the total weight of the fusion charges and
the quantities of charcoal were the same in each,
pair of assays.
Taking th 3 results as a whole, it may be said
that they show no marked advantage either way;,
they lend no support to the idea that borax
carries any appreciable quantity o f gold into the
slag.
Any losses of gold which may occur
through the use of too large a proportion of borax
seem to be due to mechanical causes, chiefly tothe breaking off of small portions of the lead
button in the process of hammering out, owing
to the adhesion of the lead to the slag.
The addition of a small amount of borax seemsr
however, to be a slight advantage, perhaps chiefly
on account of the greater fusibility which it
imparts to the slag.”
In this statement I may point out that the
iron was present as oxide in his samples, and that
he would probably have found slightly greater
losses with sulphide ores, as I have pointed outbefore that borax does not favour the complete
elimination of sulphur from the lead button.
(M r. W ilm oth may observe a possible source for
some of his extreme cupel variations.)
The scum Mr. Clennell refers to is a misnomerr
and he rather gives the impression that it is a
part of the ore which has escaped fusion. I h ave1
here a sample, and you will note that it consistsof bundles o f needles— sometimes
in. long, and
they have obviously crystallised out from completefusion.
I admit that borax hastens the fusion, and
therein lies a danger, and you will always find
its advocates keen on very fine grinding o f their
samples to avoid tlie case of apparently complete
fusion when some quartz is left undissolved, asdemonstrated by Mr. A tkin (vol. vi., p. 22),
The mechanical losses experienced by Mr. Clennell,
to which he refers, the small difference in favour
of no borax, are illustrated by the specimen from
a non-borax flux, showing how clean the lead
comes off, and incidentally giving no signs of “ an
altogether useless scum-like mass,” which is all
Mr. W ilm oth is able to obtain witli the same
flux. I think-1 will leave him with the puzzle,
“ find the missing ingredient.”
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G R A D IN G A S S A Y S A N D G R IN D IN G
E F F IC IE N C IE S .
( Read at December M eeting, 1908.)
By A

eth uk

Y ates,

A .I.M .M . (Corresponding

Member of Council.)
DISCUSSION.

Mr. H. A. White ( Member o f Council) :

Mr.
H. Stadler’s contribution to this discussion breaks
new ground and would entirely overthrow all
previous calculations and work done in this
subject unless some serious error has crept in
somewhere in his conclusions.
I propose, therefore, to offer the follow ing con
siderations for your examination, and I think
the interests o f this Society would be served if
he were kind enough to give us a further contri
bution, exposing any fallacies I may have slipped
into. O f course, the gist of the difference between
the new and old methods lies in the “ distance”
factor which Mr. Stadler says has been cheer
fully ignored. This is not exactly true, for the
Rittinger method merely assumes this factor to
be the same in all cases, and I hope to show the
correctness o f the assumption.
Mr. Stadler
assumes this “ distance ” to be a function of the
diameter of the particle to be crushed, and in
one method of crushing, at least, it may be
granted that in effect this would be practically
true. If, for example, compression be applied to
opposite faces o f a homogeneous cube o f a material
possessing elasticity of compression, the distance
must slightly exceed that corresponding to the
limit o f elastic compression, which would evi
dently be “ a fractional co-efficient of the diameter
of the cube.”
A lso I cannot see how any m ethod o f actual
crushing, even pure shear, can avoid this difficulty
with homogeneous material, for shear can be
shown to involve the same elastic factors. O f
course, the fact that our ores are far from hom o
geneous renders the conclusion less certain, but
we are driven to admit, that a certain amount of
wasted compression or tension is involved in all
practical cases. But if a given product is put
before us, and we are asked to estimate what
work is represented by it, I consider we are
independent of how that work has been done, and
our calculation must be based on the product, and
not on its history, further than a statement of the
size of particles commenced with. It is theoretic
ally conceivable that a machine might be invented
to apply power at the fracture plane itself and in
that, the ultimate theoretical case, the work done
must be estimated by the area of the fractures
and the integrated force of cohesion multiplied
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into the distance through which the force o f
cohesion acts. In this case all the surfacesexposed represent fracture planes, and the increaseof surface is exactly proportional to work done.
This is Rittinger’s law, which is shown to be
independent of any machine and is, therefore, the
true theoretical criterion o f work done. A n y
tension or compression elsewhere than at the
fracture plane is only an accompaniment caused
by the limitations of our machinery and must be
ignored. If not, we may as well calculate the
effective work done by a stamp by merely measur
ing its weight and drop, and it will be obviously
absurd to do this if we reduced these factorsbelow the point where any crushing at all is
done, for in such case all energy apj)lied is wasted
in heat, and no efficient crushing is done at all onthe rock.
THE

P IL G R IM S
AND

REST

M IN IN G

GOLD

FIELDS-

M ETH ODS.

(R ea d at M arch M eeting, 1 9 0 9 .)
By J. M o y l e -P h i l l i p s (M e m b e r ).
DISCUSSION.

Mr. W.

Price-Griffiths ( Member) :

I react
the author’s paper on the above with a great deal
of interest and pleasure. In a condensed manner
he has dealt with very nearly all the salic nt
points connected with mining in the Pilgrims Rest
district, and his paper will no doubt prove of
value to any who are, or will be, connected with
these fields. There are, however, several pointson which the author and I disagree, and these
belong to the geological section of his paper. He
states that tlie Theta reef is a coalescence o f twoor three different reefs. In my opinion, the
Theta reef is one well defined interbedded sheet
of ore, enriched and enlarged in places by oneor tw o irregular deposits which cannot be
called reefs. These irregular deposits occur alongweaknesses in the bedding planes, produced,
probably by the folding o f the strata-. Thinning
of the intervening strata brings these into closer
proxim ity to the reef, with the result that
metasomotic, or replacement agencies, haverendered the whole parting reefy. Thus we have
an 18-in. reef merging into a body of ore 6 ft. to
10 ft. in thickness. This state of things may'
continue for several yards, but the same pheno
menon is noticeable at the end as at the beginning.
The central section o f the ore body gradually
changes into country rock,- and the upper portion
after increasing its distance from the reef proper,,
also fades in a like manner. This occurrence is-
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quite common in most mines, but more especially
at the Theta mine. A t Clewer, what would seem
.at first to be two well-defined distinct deposits
occur, but. the top one only ia persistent. The
bottom one, it is true, exists in most of the
explored area, but there are also many instances
where it does not occur at all.
The accompanying figure illustrates an occur
rence encountered quite recently in one or two

drives in the Clewer mine, and seems to justify
•one in regarding the top reef as the parent deposit.
The author makes reference to the existence of
a quartz leader, called the “ Indicator,” above
the Theta reef. This is by no means general, in
fact, I have seen it nowhere , but at the Clewer.
The term “ in d icator” is a misnomer and apt to
be misleading. One would imagine from the
name that it is as serviceable to the miner and
prospector, as a finger-post on a cross road is to
the traveller, whereas it is nothing of the kind.
Everywhere the reef is the more prominent, and
as a factor in determining the horizon of the reef,'
it is quite useless. W here rich ore has been
exploited, the “ indicator ” has not been at all
•evident. “ Indicators ” are, doubtless, useful in
fissure-vein mining, but with interbedded ore
.sheets they fulfill no useful purpose.
Another point on which I disagree with, the
.author is contained in his explanatory notes to
Fig. I. There he states that it is evid ent that the
reef was formed before the dyke intrusions, as
the latter penetrate the reef and appear on the
' surface. The relative age of the intrusions and
' the reef is a difficult question, and I fail to see
where the reasons for the author’s deductions are
evident. From a perusal of the-geological report
•of the Lydenburg district,* compiled by Mr. Hall,
I find that that gentleman agrees almost word
for word with the author on this fame point.
The penetration of the reef, which I 't a k e to be
the author’s chief evidence, does not, in my idea,
support his contention. The reef occupies a
■certain geological horizon, and a certain position
in the general arrangement of the strata, and
from most theories'that I have heard advanced
' on its origin, one is justified in assuming the
' existence in “ pre-reef” days, of a certain strata
•or something which became the nucleus of the
•present mineral deposit. Now, does it not appear
very possible that this nuclear layer was pene.* “ The Geology of the Central Portion ol the Lydenburg;
District,” by A. L. Hall, Report ol the Transvaal Geological
-.Survey, 1906, pp. 73-100.
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trated before the mineralisation had commenced 1
In the replacement theory advanced by Mr. Hall,
the assumption of a nuclear layer seems to.be
absolutely- essential, with which the circulating
waters could “ harder ” their “ goods,” otherwise
I fail to see why the reef should to-day occu py
such a persistent position in, the general sequence
of strata. A fter the intrusions; tlie circulating
waters would probably ~be more active, more
mineralised, and their solvent power would be
increased with the increase in temperature due
to the intruding molten magma. On the Theta
mine, large ore deposits have been found in the
neighbourhood of huge masses of decomposed
diorite of which the Nu paddock and the big
opencast on the east side are in evidence. I
should be very pleased if, in his reply to this
discussion, the author will give some other reasons
for his deduction, for as far as I can see, all the
evidence favours an opposite theory.
From Fig. I. in his paper, the author seems to
have an erroneous idea about the “ strik e” of
strata. The section he gives is more along the
“ dip ” than along the “ strike.” Evidently he is
under the impression that the strike of the strata'
at Pilgrim’s is east and west, whereas it is
approximately north and south, the “ d ip ” being
west. The section fulfills the part it was intended
for, i.e., to show the undulating nature of the
ground which constantly presents the manage
ment with innumerable problems in the economics
of mining methods, and therefore, I consider it
useless to dwell upon what may merely be a
“ terminological inexactitude.”
Mr. Caldecott in his comments 011 the author’spaper refers to the existen ce o f “ flo a t” gold in
the reef of this district. Although not extremely
common, I have many times seen it myself when
panning. It can generally be detected by its
glitter on the. surface of the water. I remember
examining this gold once through a very power
ful lens, and it presented a flaky sort o f appear
ance, much resembling very minute thin shells of
mica.
In conclusion, I should like to add- my thanks
to th ose. already expressed by our President to
the author for his very interesting paper.
THE

IN F L U E N C E

OF

M O IS T

A IR

ON

Q U IC K L IM E .
By J a s ,

G uay,

F.I.C . (M ember).

It is well known that quicklim e on exposure
to air is first converted into hydrate and then into
carbonate, .owing, to the absorption.of moisture
and carbon dioxide.
’
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V eley (Transactions Chemical Society, 1893)
deals with the absorption of carbon dioxide by
quicklim e, but I am not aware of the existence
- o f any more recent literature on the subject.
'.The matter was first brought prominently to my
notice on comparing the percentages-of. available
- .lime iri the lime supplies during the winter and
:summer months, a n d 'I was snrprised to fin’d that
the average percentage of available lime in the
-Jim e supplies during the rainy season were
■ J5-— 20% lower than in winter, and especially so
this year. It appeared im probable,. under the
•circumstances, that this serious reduction- in
value was entirely due to the reversion of the
dime into carbonate, and to elucidate the. point
the follow ing experiments were carried o u t :—

1. -;■
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It will 'thus, be- seen- that th e'hydration of
quicklime, is ' extremely rapid,, while the carbonation is correspondingly slow. In the two
cases above quoted, after six days' exposure, the
increase in CaCOs was only 2 ' 1%, and for eight
days 4-45%. - ^
It may be argued that these experiments lose
their value t o ' a 'certain extent, owing to their
having been carried 'o u t on finely powdered
lime, a condition in which lime supplies are not
despatched from the works, but the following
experiment does not bear this o u t; indeed, the
opposite argument would appear to carry weight
ow ing to the larger surface exposed :—
Some large pieces of pure lime were strongly
ignited until constant in weight, and they would
then, .to make a conservative estimate, contain
10 grains of an ordinary commercial lime—
about 95% CaO. A fter being exposed for eight
•containing 72'8% available lime— were placed in
days the percentage o f available lime had de
.a platinum basin resting on a beaker of water,
creased to 55'72, and the increase in weight was
and a bell jar to prevent dust contamination
34/11% , while the lime although retaining its
placed over the apparatus, in such a way, how
form had become riddled with cracks, and was
ever, as to allow free access of air. This ex
extremely friable.
posure to an ■artificial moist atmosphere was
From the above experiments the following
•continued for two days. A fter this period the
conclusions can be drawn :—
increase in weight was found to be 11'35% ,
1. That the absorption of moisture from the
while the percentage of available lime had
atmosphere by quicklime is extremely rapid,
' decreased to 63'78.
and, under the artificial conditions described, the
A similar experiment on the same lime, but
lime is converted into C a (O H )-2 in not more than
■continued for 10 days under similar conditions,
six
days.
.showed an increase in weight amounting to
2. That the absorption of carbon dioxide is
25'45% , and a reduction in the value o f available
very slow when compared with the rate of
lime to 4 8 '4 4 % . It was noticed in this experi
ment, as in others to be mentioned, that the . absorption of water.
It would appear that the usual guarantee of
increase in weight reached a maximum during
the second day’s exposure, and then gradually. 75% available lim e in lime supplies required by
purchasers is, during the summer months, a
■decreased, until after the sixth day, an increase
hardship
on the lime seller, as, notwithstanding
■of less than 1% was observed. The follow ing is
satisfactory analyses of lime before despatching,
.a typical example :—
by the time the consignment readies the mine a
Grains.
%
large proportion of the lime has been converted
'W eigh t of lime taken
=10'000
„
after 1 clay’ s exposure = 10'5846 Increase 5'84
into hydrate, causing an increase in weight and
„ 2 „
„
= ] 1 3062.
„
7 "21
a reduction in value. The injustice done to the
„ 3 „
„
=1J -799S
„
4 03
seller is obvious, and I am sure only needs to be
,, f „
„
=12-0854
„
2-85
pointed out to. ensure a remedy.
” r ”
'
=123760 { ”
Several methods to remedy the difficulty sug
»)
, ) 6 , ,
it J ^
1 45
„ 7 „
. „
=12-4682„
0-92
gest them selves:—
,, 8 „
,,
=12-5450
,,
076
1. All lime should be slacked before being
In view of these satisfactory- results it was . despatched to the mines.
•desirable to experiment on pure lime. A sample
2. Seal the lime in air-tight cases (as with
containing 9) '9% CaO, the balance being C a C 0 3,
cyanide).
was exposed for six, days under the same con
3. W eigh the lime on receipt at the mine, and
ditions as in the above experiments. A t the end
carefully sample, to obtain a representative
-of that period the weight had increased 27'37%
sample for analysis. M ultiply the weight of the
.and the percentage of available lim e decreased to
lime received by the percentage of available lime
-67'20, while 10'2% CaCOs was-present.
obtained by the analyst, and divide the result
by the weight despatched from the works, which
A lim e containing ll.'9 3 % Ca,C03 and 88'07%
can be obtained from the railway note.
CaO, exposed for ' eight 'day s in the artificial
The last method appears to me' the best, and
m oist atmosphere, contained 16'38% CaCOs and
the labour involved would not be. so, great, as a
«61'7-% CaO:.'
. . .
■;
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representative number of bags could be weighed,
and their average weight applied to the whole
consignment.
RESEARCH ES

UPON

THE

T E L L U R ID E

G O L D O R E S O F C R IP P L E C R E E K
(C O L O R A D O ).
By the P o r t l a n d M e t a l l u r g i c a l S o c ie t y
(edited by T h o s . B. C r o w e ).
Am ong the leading gold producing districts of
the world the Cripple Creek district, of Colorado,
stands as one of the foremost. This volcanic area,
three miles long by five miles wide, embodies a
network of gold-carrying veins, running in all
directions, intersecting each other and comprising
a series o f ore shoots the magnitude of which is
inconceivable.
These ore bodies have in the past
produced, and are now producing, a large tonnage
of ore of exceptional richness. A lon g with the
development and mining of these higher grades of
ore material has simultaneously been developed,
which, although of sufficient value to term ore did
it exist in some other districts of the world, is on
account of its refractory nature left standing in
the mine stope or thrown upon the waste dump.
The refractory nature of these ores is due
largely to the occurence of the gold in combination
with tellurium ,.form ing a compound (AuAg^Te2,
which is represented by the minerals calaverite,
or sylvanite, and also to the association or
encasement of these gold tellurides in crystal
growths of the characteristic mineral pyrite.
The history of the metallurgical treatment of
these ores is of great interest, and is conspicuous
for the number of metallurgical failures which
have taken place, due largely to the difference in
the physical properties existing between gold
telluride and native gold, and partly to the
insolubility o f the tellurides in cyanide solutions.
Stamp milling follow ed by _amalgamation was
first tried ; concentration failed, whilst at the
smelting works these ores were not desirable
owing to the high siliceous character.
Only
after roasting to free the gold of its volatile
associate have the ores been susceptible to
lixiviation processes.
Consequently, roasting
follow ed by barrel chlorination and concentration
has become the popular treatment. This method
works very well so far as the extraction is
concerned, and will continue to be used so long
as the present grade of ore is m aintained; but as
the amount of low grade ore standing in the
stopes and upon, the dumps becomes larger year
after year, it becomes more apparent that a
cheaper method of treatment must be found, the
problem resolving itself into one of raw treatment
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at the mine, rather than transporting fifty miles
by rail to the cheap fuel in the valley. W ith
this end in view the Portland G old MiningCompany has carried on extensive experimenta
tion, and we hope that a brief description of someof our experiences may be of interest.
Fine grinding in cyanide solutions followed byagitation and filter pressing was first tried, butdifficulty in dealing with the stubborn sylvanitewas experienced, so that our efforts'were naturally
directed toward the finding of a solvent for
tellurium. W e found, after experimenting along
these lines, that the tellurium yielded to some
extent under the action of oxidising agents, and.
after trying various acid mixtures we resolved tofind an alkaline solv en t; the most successful
. ones were the alkaline per-sulphates, alkaline
hypo-iodites, and cyanogen iodide. The chemical
behaviour of the alkaline per-sulphates is littleknown to metallurgists.
They are not on ty solvents for tellurium, but their action when
used in connection with cyanide solutions isextremely interesting. W hen thus used they actas slow oxidisers or depolarisers, thereby greatly
increasing the dissolving power o f cj7anide
solutions and when used in small proportions,
1 to 10 lb. per ton of solution, they do not destroy
the cyanide to any great extent. W e have donea good deal of theorising regarding the chemical
action o f these substances, especially when used in
connection with cyanide solutions.
When in
solution alone, they act as strong oxidising agents,,
as- follows :—
(N H 4) 2S , 0 8 = (N H 4) 2S 0 4 + S 0 2 + 0 2.
B at when mixed with cyanide solutions, th eir
oxidising influence is greatly retarded. In view
of this fact, together with results obtained in
small tests, we are of the opinion that theper-sulphates, if produced at a low cost, could begenerally used in cyaniding as oxidising agents.
They are quite stable compounds and when m ixed
with working cyanide solutions would oxidisereducing agents, thus greatly aiding dissolving*
efficiency, precipitation, etc.
A recent article, “ Cyaniding of Silver Ore inM exico,” written by Mr. W . A. Caldecott, of thisSociety, brings to mind a possible field for thesesubstances as a means of dealing with the reducing
agents, which this article states are a great sourceof trouble.
W e have also discovered that
ammonium per-sulphate is a good solvent f o r
silver, but to what extent this property can beapplied in ore treatment has not been determined.
W e have made the follow ing few small tests on
the solutions from our tailing mill in the endea
vour to find out the effect of per-sulphates upon
cyanide solutions when used as oxidising agents.
Three assay tons of blanket concentrates whichassayed 108 oz. per ton were put in each of six:
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bottles ; in each bottle were poured 262 c.c. of
our regular 1 lb. tailing mill solution ; this made a
three to one pulp, and 10 lb. of lime per ton of ore
were added. To the first three bottles respectively,
we added 0 T , 0'25 and 0 '5 lb. o f ammonium
per-sulphate per ton o f o r e ; the last three
bottles being left as straight cyanide treatment.
.All the bottles were well shaken and stood over
:night.
Cyanide con- Ammonium per-sulphate Solution Assay
sinned per
added per ton of ore.
Value,
ton of ore.

:No.

i

>> 2
9) 3
4
55 5
55 6

•55 lb.
•55 „
■55 „
•(JO „
•55 „
•55 „

•10 lb.
•25 „
•50 „
None

4T 3
4'35
4-46
3-54
3-82
3-72

oz.
,,
„
„
„
„

5)
95
From these experiments you can very readily
.-see the effect of the increased dissolving efficiency
•obtained when an oxidising agent is used, the
■consumption o f cyanide being practically the
.same as the straight cyanide treatment. Taking
the average solution assay 4 3 1 3 oz. o f the three
bottles to which per-sulphate had been added,
•and comparing the average solution assay 3 693
oz. of the three bottles where no per-sulphate
was added, and m ultiplying each average by
three (as three to one pulps were used), we
■obtained a difference of 1 -86 oz. extracted by
the addition of small quantities of per-sulphate.
Y ou will doubtless be surprised at the low ex
traction obtained in either case, but it is a good
■example of the refractory nature of our gold.
This material had passed through a roasting
furnace, through chlorination barrels, over the
W ilfley tables, then ground to 60-mesh in a 1 lb.
•cyanide solution, then caught on blankets, and
was merely used in these experiments on account
■of its value to make a decided case.
A s stated before, alkaline per sulphates are
solvents for tellurium, and when mixed with
■cyanide solutions completely dissolve the telluride
o f gold. W e have made several bottle tests on
■ore, using a solution of alkaline per-sulphate as
a preliminary treatment, follow ed by a cyanide
.solution, the object being to first dissolve the
tellurium , leaving the gold in a condition suscept
ible to cyanide solutions, but with poor results
■on account of reasons explained later, except
where extreme amounts of per-sulphates were
used. W e have also tried a treatment using the
^alkaline per-sulphate and the cyanide together in
the same solution, dissolution of the tellurium
by the per-sulphate and the dissolution of the
.gold by the cyanide going on simultaneously, but
with uneconomical results due to reasons ex
plained later.
Alkaline persulphates, like some other oxidis
in g agents, liberate iodine from potassium iodide

in an alkaline solution, the liberated iodine com 
bining with the alkali present to form alkaline
hypo-iodites, which compounds we have found
dissolved tellurium ; we, therefore, conclude that
the addition o f potassium iodide to a solution of
per-sulphate plus cyanide would form this tellu
rium dissolving compound, while the cyanide
present would take care of the gold, the two
working simultaneously.
For a long time we were led astray in our ex
periments. W e had found that an excess of
alkali in a solution of potassium cyanide plus
potassium iodide plus alkaline per-sulphate greatly
increased the solubility of gold le a f; test after
test with good excesses of alkali was tried, be
lieving that the solution that had the greatest
dissolving efficiency upon gold, would have the
greatest efficiency upon the telluride o f gold, and
w orking on the theory, that the liberated iodine
formed hypo-iodite, which dissolved the tellurium,
the cyanide present dissolving the gold, we could
not see wherein an excess of alkali would be
in ju riou s; but we invariably failed to obtain a
good tailing, unless we used an uneconomical
percentage o f per-sulphate.
Finally, we dis
covered that cyanogen iodide was an exceedingly
good solvent for the telluride o f gold, and the
idea occurred to us that it was possible to form
cyanogen iodide in a solution of this kind by the
action of the per-sulphate upon the potassium
iodide, the liberated iodine combining ' with
cyanide forming cyanogen iodide :
K C y + 21 = IC y + KE.
K now ing of the similarity existing between
cyanogen iodide and cyanogen bromide, and
having some knowledge o f the cyanogen bromide
process, we worked upon the theory, that the
existence of cyanogen iodide depended upon the
absence o f excessive quantities of alkali. In
follow ing this o u t . we found that we invariably
obtained good tailings, even with very weak
solutions. A solution of 1 lb. o f cyanide, plus
1 lb. of potassium iodide, plus 3 lb. o f alkaline
per-sulphate per ton of solution, in a pulp o f three
solution to one of ore, with 4 lb. or 5 lb. o f lime
per ton of ore, gave us on 1 oz. ore, ground to
100 mesh, tails of less than § 1, with a consump
tion of cyanide o f about 1 lb. per ton o f ore. But
we found that our solutions after leaving the ore
and standing in contact with the air, lost their
cyanide, a very hard thing to believe, as the same
solution before being applied to the ore would
stand in a beaker indefinitely with a very little
loss of cyanide. Even when in contact with the
ore in a bottle, this loss was not excessive, but
when separated and left to stand, the cyanide in
some cases disappeared rapidly. W e discovered
that this loss was more pronounced when treating
heavy sulphide ores; and we are led to believe
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that it is due-to the formation in ou r-solution s'of;
N a2S40 6. :Sodium thio-sulpha'te, N a jS 2QS, being
formed by the action of the per-sulphate upon tlie
pyrite, is probably further oxidised to Na.,S4O 0.
' 2Na3S20 3 + 1 = 2N aI + N a2S4Of). ' ■
Wlien the solutions are in contact with the ore,
the reducing action o f the ore aids in overcoming
oxidising influences, - but -when separated, the
oxidation becomes more violent.
The a c t io n 'of !the air seems to have 'a marked
influence on -the ‘ 'cyanide destruction, as at any
rate, a decided difference in consumption is noted
in using closed and open agitators. However,
we find tbat’ on passing the'solution through the
zinc boxes, the deterioration of the cyanide is
stopped, due undoubtedly to the reducing action
encountered there. •
W e-h a v e experimented in a small way upon'I
the manufacture of sodium per-sulphate by thfe';
electrolysis of salt cake, and obtained a product *
which, when used in bottle tests, answered very 1
well, so that it might be produced on a large
scale at a reasonable figure.
Potassium iodide, although an expensive
chemical, would remain as such in the solution,
the per-sulphate causing it to give up its iodine,
this 'iodine com bining with the cyanide to form
cyanogen iodide, or with the alkali to form an
alkaline iodide, or alkaline iodate, but always
finally reverting back to an alkaline iodide, as
any iodate formed would be reduced to iodide in
the zinc box. Cyanogen iodide is certainly a
wonderful solvent for gold-tellurides, and its pro
duction by this method we believe presents a
possible field for ore treatment. W e understand
that in the practice of using cyanogen bromide as
a solvent, one of the troubles other than its cost,
is its rapidity o f action, as it remains as cyanogen
bromide only for a lim ited period, and dees not act
sufficiently long to cause the dissolution of the
telluride of gold. Y ou can,' thertfore, readily see
that if it were possible :to'produce it in a -similar
manner to the one described, a much weaker
solution constantly in contact with the ore, would
have a decided advantage.
In an attempt to present this to you in a more
lucid manner we add the follow ing sum m ary; our
object -being to treat tile finely crushed ore by
one of the follow ing schemes :—
1. A preliminary treatment by an alkaline per
sulphate, follow ed by a .treatment with a cyanide '
solution.
- " ’■/
2. A treatment by a solution-containing both
alkaline per sulphate and potassium cyanide.
3. A treatment by a solution o f an alkaline
persulphate,- an alkaline ioditle, and potassium
cyanide, contained-in .-one solution.
In th e ‘first, we find that i f requires a strong
solution of-persulphate to obtain a good tailing.
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In the second, our object was to produce an alkaline
hypo-iodite, by so doing we would have •an
alkaline persulphate and an alkaline hypo-iodite
acting as tellurium dissolving substances, and
potassium cyanide acting as a gold dissolving
substance, but we' have found that it requires a
strong mixture of the above to obtain the extrac
tion. In the third, our object was to producecyanogen iodide, and not to depend directly uponany of the ingredients other than cyanide and.
cyanogen iodide, as solvents.
As- stated in the first portion o f this paper,,
the refractory nature of-these ores is - due largely
to the occurrence of gold in combination withtellurium, etc., and also to the association or
encasement of these gold tellurides in pyrite. Wehad found that with any of the three scliemesour dissolution was perfect, even with weak
solutions when working upon crystals of telluride
o f gold, but when working on ores where part of
the1 values^ was associated with the pyrite, we
experienced difficulty with the first two schemes;:
but the third invariably gave good tailings. Con
centrates are usually a very refractory material
to handle, even when the gold occurs as metallic
gold associated with the pyrite, b u t : as in -thiscase we. have instead of metallic gold, the
refractory telluride o f gold associated. with thepyrite, you can readily appreciate the problem
which confronts u s ; although the oxidisingagents, persulphates and liypo-iodites as used
in the first two schemes act very well, upon the
crystals of sylvan ite; when coming- in contact
with the sylvanite on ly; associated with the reduc
ing pyrite, their function -is to a great extent
destroyed.
In presenting to you these experiences wehope that we are able to lay before you food for
thought, which may ripen into fruit of benefit to
metallurgy; but we realise that this fruit is .far
from mature, and therefore, solicit your co-opera
tion and views upon the subject.
The meeting then closed.

.

Contributions arid Correspondence.
T H E P R E C IP IT A T IO N , O F G O L D F R O M
S O L U T IO N B Y C A R B O N A C E O U S M A T T E R .
A description of a reliable method for estim
ating the unburnt carbon in lime may be o f
use to some of our members. Teh .grammes of
the crushed lime are slaked with water and then
treated with dilute hydrochloric acid in a porr
celain basin. The solution is b oiled -for a few
minufes to dissolve the lime and drive off all
C0.2. The liquid is then decanted from the un
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dissolved portion. This undissolved portion,
containing the carbon required, is then washed
by decantation with water till the washings are
no longer acid, and the residue is dried at a gentle
heat. • This- residue is mixed with a little finely
ground cupric oxide, freshly ignited, and the
mixture transferred to a small porcelain boat.
The boat is then placed in a piece of combustion
tubing about 10 in. long,
■A tin box, 5 or 6 in. long, about 4 in. wide,
-and 4 in. deep is lined with asbestos millboard..
In tlie centre o f each end a circular hole is cut
sufficiently large to allow the combustion tube
to pass through, and another liole about 1 £ in.
in diameter is cut in the bottom . The top of
the b ox — conveniently a large oblong cigarette
t i n ^ is covered with a piece of asbestos m ill
board when the apparatus is in use. The tube
containing tlie boat is fitted into the tin and a
current of air is drawn through the tube by
means of an aspirator. This air is first passed
through a wash bottle containing caustic potash,
then through a drying tower containing calcium
chloride. A fter that it is passed through the
combustion tube, the boat being heated to red
ness b y means of a bunsen burner or 'petrol
flare lamp, the flame of which comes through
the hole cut in the bottom of the tin.
The carbon burns off and the products of com
bustion pass, first through a U tube containing
calcium chloride, and then through weighed pot
ash bulbs. Between the potash bulbs and the
aspirator a guard tube containing, soda lime and
calcium chloride, is inserted. A fter 20 minutes’
heating the tube is gradually cooled down, and
the air current stopped, after aspirating through
enough a ir‘to drive all the C 0 2 out of tlie apparatus."’ rThe potash bulbs are then detached and
weighed, the -increase in weight multiplied by
0'2727, giving the amount o f carbon present in
th6 10 gm. of lime.
I have found the asbestos lined tin box a very
good substitute for a small combustion furnace,
and when once the apparatus has been fitted up,
the estimation can be done in about an hour.
The results are more reliable than those obtained
by an indirect method. A fused silica tube w ill
last much longer than one made o f hard glass,
and w ill perhaps be cheaper in the long run.
F. W . W atson .

Gerniiston, A pril 25, 1909.
: ASSAY
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considerable interest as we have to'rely upon the
results obtained by-assay, almost'-’entirely, not
only in forming' a judgm ent ;in^regard.-tp’rival
processes, but also in- carryfflg (kit^'iur-"daily
work.
The introduction'-j6f; theri; rAdair F sh eiprocess on some o f our1 minei. ‘ has brou gh t-1
in another factdr to be Considered,- an; -the
shape of difficulty in obtaining accurate o r 1
representative samples of the slime thus treated.
This process is certainly -elutriative in 'action
and the heavier portion of the -charge, ' con- •
sisting o f ; fine 'sands and pyrites- selectively
settles on th e ,' bottom of the tank, with a
gradation to the finest and lightest at the top of
the settled . charge. W ith .cone bottom ed tanks
this separation is more accentuated,-and as it is
now customary to erect these in very large sizes,
say up to 56 ft. in .diameter, and without any
means to reach the centre, the rod sampling,,
formerly in use, becomes unreliable. • This brings
us back to the alternative-of.sampling the residueat the discharge pipe, which-gives-a,sam ple with
a large proportion of liqu id;<and -tlius'the trouble
shown by Mr. Rusden in.N; assaying- .residues •
containing gold in solution; is. accentuated to a
greater degree. The tr o u b le 'is , a real,one and
though it can be overcome to ;a-Iarge,’.extent-by
slow evaporation in porcelain dishes; this method
is cumbersome and troublesomejin;;„th'e care it
needs.
I therefore make the --suggestion, .of
com bining some of the ideas previously given by
members of the Society as follow s :-— ..
1. Obtain the sample by a slotted pipe in the
discharge pipe.
2. Treat the sample by the copper method of
precipitating the gold, which will give all the
gold in the solid portion.
3. Separate the barren liquid in the air
pressure sample filter, which is in general use for
washing slimes residues.
The result is a sample containing at most
35% moisture, which can be dried without any
special precautions, except that it is advisable
to pass through a fine sieve after drying, in order
to ensure that is well mixed.
I am not yet prepared to present any resultsobtained, as I should prefer to perfect some of
the details before so doing, but I take this early
opportunity of making the suggestion in order
that those interested may be able to try it for
themselves in the m eantime.S. H. P e a r c e .
Johannesburg, May 7, 1909.

S L IM E S R E S ID U E S .

A little time ago Mr. Rusden read a paper
before this Society on the 'discrepancies obtained
in assaying slimes - residues. Tlie subject is of

W ith reference to the above communication, I
am pleased to -note that tardy recognition has been
given to the m ethod used by me as far back-asJune, 1902, for the assay or" slimes pulp residues.
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One month’s experience of the simple evapora
tion m ethod was sufficient to convince me of its
-inadequacy, and it was only on the advice of my
piincipal that I then refrained from publishing
m y results, and giving the same m ethod now
recommended by Mr. Pearce. I f I remember
-correctly, Mr. Pearce was made acquainted at the
time with the success of my process, which, of
-course, is merely a natural sequent to m y pub
lished method for the assay of cyanide solutions,*
.and spoke highly o f its possibilities.
It will be within memory that Mr. Caldecott
.so far back as July, 1898, met with undeserved
criticism in the discussion on his paper, “ Discre
pancies in Slimes Treatment,” and Mr. Torrente
again had occasion to refer to these discrepancies
in August, 1904, whilst, if I am correctly
informed, the authorities of the Eckstein Group
of Mines circularised all their assayers on the
subject shortly after Mr. Rusden’s research.
There has, therefore, been no lack of data to go
on, and it is very much a matter of surprise to
me that Mr. Pearce has made no reference to my
personal connection with a controversy which has
raged for so long. Apart from private dissemina
tion of facts I must refer him to m y paper on
“ Routine Assaying,” vol. vi., p. 27, and the
discussion on Mr. Torrente’s paper, “ Im prove
ments in Slimes Treatment,” vol. v., pp. 127-8.
I t would hardly be too much to say that
some of the gold supposed to be annually stolen
might very well be accounted for by the discre
pancies between theoretical and practical extrac
tion from slimes.
I
can show figures giving losses as high
70% o f the total gold in slimes pulp residues by
simple evaporation, and in practice using the
.greatest care the loss seldom fell below 30%. In
.all cases the greater loss was concomitant with a
high solution as against a low insoluble gold
value, indirectly a justification for treating the
,pulp as a simple solution.
A.

W h itb y .

.Johannesburg,
M ay 31st, 1909.

Visit to Simmer Deep, Ltd.
N early 200 members of the Society visited the
Surface W orks o f the Simmer Deep, Ltd., on
.Saturday afternoon, the 22nd May. On their
arrival on •the property they were received by
Mr. F. C. Frey, the Manager, Mr. H . C. Behr,
the, Consulting Mechanical Engineer, Mr. W . A.
* Vide voL iii., pp. 6 and 9.
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Caldecott, the Consulting Metallurgist, Mr. A.
M cA. Johnston, tbe A cting Reduction W orks
Officer and other members of the staff, and shown
over the plant, of which the follow ing is a
description kindly furnished by Mr., Jas. E.
Thomas, the Reduction W orks Manager :—
These Reduction W orks were erected and put
into operation on 1st September, 1908, to treat
the ore from these two companies, both of which
are under the control o f the Consolidated Goldfields of South Africa, Ltd.
Separate mill bins of 5,460 tons and 2,525 tons
capacity are provided, the ore from each mine
being treated separately until it leaves the mill
tables, when it mixes on entering the tube mills
and thence the cyanide plant. The recovery
obtained by tube milling and cyaniding is appor
tioned to each company on the basis of the ton
nage and value of the tailings leaving each com
pany’s mill tables.
Briefly, the processes are as follow s :—
Breaking the ore to I f in. cube at each of the
company’s sorting and crushing stations ; trans
port by means of hopper-bottomed cars of 35 tons
and 45 tons capacity^ drawn by a 48 ton locom o
tive on a 42 in. gauge track ; stamp milling with
heavy gravitation stamps, of the Californian type,
and amalgamation over stationary copper p la tes;
tube m illing and amalgamation over copper shak
ing tables ; classification of slimes and sands by
means of cone classifiers : treatment of sands by
means o f rotary filte r. tables, and wet filling of
tanks with cyanide solution, with subsequent
transfer and percolation with cyanide solution ;
astreatment of slimes by the decantation process ;
precipitation of gold from solutions by zinc shav
ings, zinc-lead c o u p le ; acid treatment of gold
slimes, calcining and smelting, etc.
The mill consists of 300 head, arranged five in
each mortar box, in blocks of 10, each .10 stamps
being driven by a 50 h.p. three-phase electric
motor. The current is generated and supplied
by the Victoria Falls (Transvaal) Power Co.
from their station at Brakpan, about 20 miles
distant.
The framing of the mill buildings and bins is
entirely of steel girders, the bins themselves
being of timber 6 in. thick on the sides and 6 in.
at the ends. The mortar boxes are of the straightbacked type, and are specially heavy, having a
bottom 15 in. thick. Each box weighs 11,872 lb.
These are placed on concrete -, foundations—
separate foundations for each 10 stamps, 17 ft. x
10 ft. at the base and 15 .ft. x 4|- ft. at the top
and 10 ft. high.
Each block contains about
102 tons of concrete, and has a-sheet of best
rubber £ in. thick between the bottom of the
mortar box and the concrete. The holding down
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bolts are six in'number, I f in. diameter by 7 f ft.
end of the mill. The motors drive down to small
long, so placed as to be readily accessible for
counter-shafts, one for each 10 stamps (which are
tightening and replacing. The mortar boxes are
placed below the feeder and motor floor), by means
•6 ft. high, taking a 59 in. screen frame. The
of 11 in. belts. Thence the drive goes direct by
height of the screen opening is 24 in. Each box
means of a 21 in. belt to the 7 ft. cam shaft
has five 1 in. openings for the admission of
pulleys.
T h e counter-shafts are moved by
water from the back water service.
These are
means of bevel geared wheels, so as to take
■arranged so as to give a je t of water playing on
up the stretch in the motor and cam shaft pulley
each die at an angle of 45° to the surface of the
belts.
■die. Manganese steel liners are fitted in each
On leaving the ■mill tables the tailings pass
box to take the wear due to attrition. The stamps
through mercury traps and launders to the tail
weigh -1,67 0 lb. each when new, made up as
ings pits, of which there are two, one for the 200
follow s :— Stem, 723 lb. ; tappet, with gibs and
Simmer Deep, and one for the 100 Jupiter stamps.
keys, 252 l b . ; head, 410 l b . ; shoe, 285 lb. The
From these the pulp is elevated by means of Si n.
stems are 4 in. diameter, and are placed at 10-f in.
centrifugal pumps, three to one pit and tw o to
•centres. The order of the drop is 1, 3, 5, 2, 4.
the other (only one in each pit being normally
The set height 8| in. H eight of discharge, 4 in.,
run at a time), to the cone shaped tube mill classi
and number of drops 100 per minute. The esti
fiers. O f these there are tw o to each of the four
mated duty per stamp is 8 ’7 tons per 24 hours,
tube mills, 45 in. in diameter at the overflow,
but this has already been exceeded, using a 500
and 7 ft. deep, with a f in. nozzle at the under
mesh screen, 0'03 3 iD. aperture. The king posts
flow. These in turn deliver into a de-watering
•are of timber o f the “ b u ilt-u p ” type, to prevent
cone, 36 in. diameter and 5 It. deep for each tube
twisting, and sit in cast iron shoes resting on the
mill, with a 1^ in. nozzle at the underflow. The
rubber on the concrete foundations. This also
overflow from these de-watering cones joins the
obviates having an unnecessary amount of timber
stream at the tube mill outlets so as to make the
above the cam shaft bearings. The cam shafts
reground pulp fluid enough to pass over the shak
■arc 16 ft. 3 in. long and 7 in. diameter and the
ing tables, of which there are five, 12 ft. x 4 ft. 7 in.
m ajority are of the “ Riffled^ B lan ton ” type.
to each tube mill, and which run at 200 shakes
Other methods of fastening the cams on the
per minute. The tube mills are of the “ Krupp ”
■shafts are also being used.
type, and are 22 ft. x 5 ft. 6 in. inside .the shell,
The feeder chutes are provided with sliding
and are lined with 5| in. local flint setts. Each
■doors oil the bins, whilst the feeders themselves . mill is driven by a separate 125 h.p. electric threeare driven by means of f in. Manilla ropes from
phase motor and running at 30 revolutions per
rocker bars placed at the back of the king posts
minute, takes about 104 h.p. The pulp passes
-above the cam platforms. The front of the cam
from the underflow of the de-watering cones
platform is supported directly from the concrete
through “ Pryce’s ” feeders, through which are
foundations, independently of the K ing posts.
also fed the pebbles to maintain the pebble load
The reduction of the vibration on the platform,
in each m i'l about 6 in. above the centre of the
■due to this method, is very noticeable.
mill. These pebbles are pieces of ore about
The mill clean-up room is very spacious, and
4 in. cube, picked off the belts of the sorting
contains three revolving drums for cleaning amalstations and delivered to a special bin from which
..gam, three amalgam barrels, three bateas, and a
they are trammed to tlie tube mills in small cars
clean-up table, sump, etc. Besides these, a small
of 10 cubic ft. capacity. The average working
tube mill, 6 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft., with a shaking table;
load of pebbles in each mill is about 10 tons,
two 10 ft. x 10 ft. conical bottom vats, and a zinc
and about 5 tons per mill per day are fed in to
precipitation box, for the treatment of black
maintain this.
sands, barrel tailings, etc., by tube milling and
The tailings from the shaking tables join the
■cyaniding, are provided. Two retorts and three
main pulp in the tailings pits and are re-elevated
Cornish fires are also in this room, so that the
to the classifiers, any particles that still require
■amalgam is retorted and the bullion run into bars
regrinding passing .down again through the classi
before leaving tlie mill buildings.
fiers, the remainder overflowing with the fine
The carpenter’s and mill fitter’s shops are under
product in the mill tailings, to the cyanide works.
the same roof as the clean-up room, but are
A small locom otive type boiler is installed in a
■separated therefrom by a fire-proof brick wall.
separate shed, outside the mill buildings, for pro
The only entrance to the clean-up room is from
viding steam for steaming plates, etc.
the mill, past the mill foreman’s office. The
Hand samples of the pulp entering the cyanide
-arrangement of the batteries back to back, 150
works are taken every hour at the overflow
stamps each side, with the bins between, admits
launders, of the tube mill classifiers and reserved
•of extensions being easily, made at the southern
for grading and assay. The pulp is then run to
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12 cone classifiers, placed in parallel, 6 ft.
diameter at overflow and 6 ft. 6 in. deep with a
2-Jr in. nozzle and internal regulating plug at the
underflow. The pulp overflowing these classifiers
runs directly to the slimes plant, passing over ten
return sands spitzkasten en route. The under
flow, containing about 4% slimes, is pumped by
means of a 6 in. centrifugal pump to the cones
of the continuous sands filter plant, with the
addition of a little clear water. This plant con
sists of two rotary filter tables, 20 ft. diameter,
with a 2 ft. 6 in. filter bed, equal to 137 sq. ft.
each, revolving at a speed of one revolution every
three minutes. The filter is composed of strong
screening, supported on wooden slats on edge,
4J in centres, over which is laid coir-matting
well caulked at the inner and outer edges. On
this again are placed strips of unbleached calico
to prevent any slimes which may penetrate
through the working bed of sand, 1-^- in. thick,
choking the coir-nut matting. Over each of
these tables four cones, 8 ft. diameter at the
overflow and 8 ft. deep, are placed. The pulp
overflowing, after passing over two return sands
cones o f the same dimensions, joins the main
stream to the slimes plant. The underflow, con
taining about 30% moisture and 1% slimes, runs
down launders of 30% grade on to the filter beds.
The underside of this bed is connected to a vacuum
pump, through a receiver, the moisture collecting
in which is removed by meaus of a three-throw
plunger pump and returned to the main tailings
stream. A vacuum of from 5 in. to 10 in. is
found most effective, if the vacuum gauge reads
higher, it shows that the sand of the filter
has become choked with slimes and requires
renewing.
This is usually done once every 24
hours, the operation taking about 50 minutes
for both tables. O nly three cones are normally
in use for each table, the fourth being only used
when the other table is out of action for renewal
of filter bed, etc. One table, working with four
cones, is capable of dealing with about 60 tons of
sands per hour for four or five hours. Both the
primary and secondary cones are provided with
diaphragms placed about 2 ft. above the under
flow. The sands, containing about 15% moisture,
are removed from the table by means of a station
ary plough and falls into a launder in which
a 0'03% K C y solution is running.. Thence it
is elevated by means of a centrifugal pump to
the collecting vats. O f these there are eight
in use, two being utilised as storages for solution,
and the other six as sand collectors proper.
These vats are 50 ft. diameter, and 8 ft. 3 in.
in height above the filter mat, and are fitted
with “ Butters and Mein ” distributors and
annular overflow launders. The solution over
flowing the vat that is being filled runs into one
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or other of the storage vats from which it gravi
tates back to the launder at the rotary filter
tables, and is again pumped up with fresh sands
from the tables. Means are provided for moving
any accumulation of slimes in the storages to the
slimes plant for treatment. Each collecting vat,
averages 738 tons of dry sands. After being,
filled and leached dry, the charge is removed
through ten bottom discharge doors on to three,
shuttle belts, which in turn discharge on to themain belt. These shuttle belts are mounted on.
rails and are so arranged that they can be readily
shifted from- one vat to another by means of a.
traversing gear. Altogether there are six shuttlebelts, 42 ft. centres and 32 in. wide for discharg
ing the collecting vats so that while three are
being used, the other three can be placed in
position under the next vat to be discharged, and.
so save time. . The time' required to empty a
collecting vat of sand is three and a half hours,,
the shovelling, etc., being done" by twenty-four
natives. From the main belts— of which there
are two— one 275 ft. centres and 28 in. wide,,
and the other 453 ft. centres and 28 in. wide,,
driven by two separate 20 li.p. and 50 h.p.
motors, the sand passes to another shuttle belt,
260 ft. centres and 32 in. wide, running on stag
ing between the t:eatment vats, 50 ft. x 10 ft.,
arranged in two rows of five. From the shuttle
belt it is then discharged to “ Blaisdell ” distri
butors, two in number, each running on rails over
each row o f treatment tanks. The sand is dis
charged from these after completion of treatment,
by means of 20 cub. ft. trucks fitted with side,
jockeys and wire rope mechanical haulage to the
two residue dumps.
The slimes plant is o f the decantation type,,
and consists of four collecting vats, 70 ft. x 12 ft.
deep at the sides with a cone 5 ft. 6 in. deep,
equal to a flat bottom vat 70 ft. x 13 ft. 10 in.
deep. There are also four first-wash vats, one.
intermediate transfer vat, and four second-wash
vats of the same dimensions. Each vat is cap
able of holding 400 tons of dry slimes and' 1,400tons of solution, and is fitted with a centre valve,
which also contains a 2£ in. nozzle for solution
to facilitate transferring and discharging of the
slimes pulp. This is accomplished by means of
two 12 in. centrifugal pumps, with 16 in. suctiou
and discharge pipes. O nly one. of the pumps is
used on any one vat at a time, but they are soarranged that either pump can be used on any
vat, for one operation, while the other is being
used for another operation on any other vat. Thefirst-wash solutions are decanted by gravitationto a small vat, 20 ft. x 6 ft., fitted with an.
annular overflow launder. This allows of the
settlement o f calcium carbonate from the solution,,
which would otherwise choke up the cloths of the-
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•clarifying presses. The solution is pumped from
this vat by a 6 in. centrifugal pump through
three clarifying presses to a steady-head tank,
thence to the extractor boxes. Tlie second-wash
■solution can also be run through this system to
•the extractor boxes, if desired, bu t is normally
(pumped through a 6 in. centrifugal pump to the
.first treatment vats or intermediate second-wash
■storage as required. This is of the same dimen
sions as the precipitated slimes solution inter
m ediate storage, viz., 70 ft. x 12 ft., and is placed
alongside it. The solution from these storages
■is pumped through either of tw o 8 in. centrifugal
•pumps with 12 in. suction and discharge pipes,
to any of the nine treatment vats. A separate
•6 in. centrifugal pump is provided to deal with
tliu water decanted from the slimes collecting
vats. This water joins the stream from the
■annular overflow launders of these vats and runs
;to I lie return water vats, one 70 ft. x 16 in., fitted
'with an annular overflow launder delivering into
■a second, also 70 ft. in diameter and 12 ft. deep.
This minimises the risk o f slimes remaining in
suspension in the water returned to the mill.
From the return water tanks the water is pumped
by three 8 in. centrifugal pumps to the mill
■service tanks.
O f these there are two, one
40 ft. x 14 ft. and the other 40 ft. x 12 ft.,
m ounted on staging 22 ft. high, and arranged in
the same manner as the return water vats. Out
sid e the extractor house is a shed containing one
vacuum and one three-throw plunger pump used
■to assist leaching and to aerate sand charges
whilst under treatment in either the collecting or
treatment vats.
The extractor house contains twenty steel zinc
boxes, 30 ft. long and 5 ft. wide, each divided into
two boxes of six compartments. Twelve boxes are
'placed on the north side for dealing with solutions
from the treatment of the sands. O f these, two
--are used for strong solution, over 05% K C y, the
remainder being for weak solutions. One o f the
latter can be used for either weak or strong solu
tions, as desired. The other eight boxes are
placed along the west side of the extractor house,
near the clarifying presses, and deal with solutions
from the slimes plant only. Each of tlie clarify
ing presses contains 48 hollow frames, 32 ft. x
32 ft., and gives 600 sq. ft. filtering area, and is
placed in a shed ju st outside the west side of the
•extractor house.
The clean-up room for acid treatment of the
.gold-bearing zinc shavings from the extractor
boxes, is in the middle of the extractor house, the
•zinc cutting lathes occupying the east side, .and
tlie refinery the south side of the building. The
extractor boxes, clean-up room and refinery are
fenced in, so that r;o unauthorised person may
'enter. The acid treatment plant consists of three
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dissolving vats, 10 ft. x 6 ft., and three washing
vats 10 ft. x 10 ft. These are all provided with
mechanical stirring gear. Bi-sulpliate of soda
is used for dissolving the zinc from the boxes.
This is dissolved in water in a lead-lined vat,
10 ft. x 10 ft., so as to give a solution containing
about 18% free sulphuric acid. This is diluted
with its own bulk of.'w ater'before being used in
the zinc dissolving vats. The bisulphate dis
solving vat is placed at the south end of the shed
containing the clarifying presses, with a small
boiler of the locom otive type -between. This
latter is used for heating tlie bisulphate solution
when necessary and for obtaining steam and hot
water for the various small jobs, such as washing
the cloths of the clarifying presses, washing the
acid treated gold slimes in the filter presses, etc.,
etc. These filter presses, of which there are
three, 24 in. x 24 in., stand in the same room as
the acid treatment vats. The washes decanted
from the acid washing vats, flow into two wooden
vats, 25 ft, x 12 ft., where they are allowed to
stand for several days and, if necessary, treated
with zinc dust before being run to waste. The
solution from the strong extractor boxes runs in
to two steel storages, 40 ft. x 12 ft., that from
the weak boxes into two, 50 ft. x 12 ft., and the
solution from the slimes boxes into one storage,
50 ft. x 12 ft. Another storage o f the same
dimensions is also provided for surplus solution,
i.e., last draining.? from the sands treatment
vats, low in gold values, waiting to be trans
ferred to the slimes plant for the sake of its free
K ey.
The refinery, which occupies the south side
of the extractor house building, contains, besides
a fluxing room, one reverberatory pot furnace,
capable of holding twenty six N o. 100 p o ts ; one
calcining fu rn a ce; one pan furnace for smelting
slags, sweepings, etc., etc. One cupel furnace
and three Cornish fires for melting and casting
the bullion into bars.
As at the mill, no gold bearing material leaves
the extractor house building except in.the.form
of bars of bullion ready for depositing in the
bank.
All the furnaces in the refinery lead into one
main flue, 3 ft. x 2 ft. 6 in., ending in an iron
stack 90 ft. high by7 5 ft. 6 in., lined for 40 ft. of
its height with fire brick.
The party were afterwards hospitably enter
tained by the management.
The" President
(Mr. R G. Bevington) expressed the thanks of
the members of the Society present for the oppor
tunity given them to visit and inspect one of-th e
most up-to-date gold reduction plants in the
world.
Mr. H . C. Behr suitably responded.
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Notices and Abstracts of Articles and
Papers.
C H E M IS T R Y .
B o ile r

F k ed w a teu

and

its

T k e a t jie n t .—

“ There are t « o general courses open in the matter
of the treatm ent of feed water for boilers : (a) pre•cipitation in the boiler ; (b) tlie purification of water
by softening.
In the past, and even at present, the
former method is being pursued in the mining,
■sections of the Pittsburg district, while the latter
method has been adopted by the leading manufac
turing industries in the im mediate vicinity of
Pittsbnrg. Of course, the w ater-softening method is
the logical way in w h ich .to cope with la d water,
■and is the only course open if entirely satisfactory
results are to be obtained.
However, since it has
been the practice, and is at present, for coal and
■coke operators to treat the feed water in the boilers,
•some attention must be given to that phase of the
subject.
A t this point it m ay he well to deline the
province of the ‘ feedw ater heater.’ ft has been
-claimed that this economical device on boilers,-in the
.m atter of raising the temperature of the feedwatcr,
will also remove scale from water. This is a fallacy.
It is true that the carbonate of lime and magnesia
will I e precipitated out at the boiling p o in t,' bnt it
may be remarked here that the time during which
the water remains in tlie heater is too short to allow
•of a complete precipitation ; and then, again, the
temperature usually fonnd in heaters is far short of
the foilin g point. Calcium sulphate is thrown out
•of solution at temperatures considerably above the
1 oiling point, so that it is but little acted upon in
the heater.
The feedw ater heater is a useful device, but its
usefulness lies in its power to raise the temperature
of the feedwater and not to remove scale.
Bnt to return to the subject of the direct and
•continuous treatment of feedw ater b y the use of
chemicals. Precipitation may be undertaken when
the water contains the carbonates of lime and
magnesia or the sulphate of lime ; then the precipi
tates can be removed easily from the boiler by
‘ blow ing oft'’ and washing them out at frequent and
regular intervals. A t best this method is but very
ineffective, for neither by the em ploym ent of slime
catchers or mud collectors, nor by blow ing out or
washing the boilers, can tlie precipitate be w holly
removed.
In either case a large part of th e'precipi
tate will remain behind in the boiler ; and all these
precipitates bake fast on heating the boiler water.
If precipitation in the boiler is carried on it is not a
m a tte r of indifference what compound is used. The
chief precipitants are caustic lime, caustic soda, and
soda ash. If a water containing principally bi-carbonates is used, no caustic lime miiy be used as a
precipitant, for by its use the quantity of precipitate
in the boiler would be doubled ; if the water con 
tains lim e sulphate, soda ash should be used ; if it
■contains bicarbonates of lime and magnesia and lime
sulphate, caustic soda or soda ash may be used to
•effect the precipitation.
Perhaps soda ash may be considered the universal
'precipitant from its general efficiency and cheap
ness. There are some objections to its use as it
‘ w o r k s ’ the joints of the steam lines, causing
‘ fo a m in g ’ and saponifies the oil used for lubrication
in the cylinders, but all these difficulties can be
largely overcom e by judicious use, and by follow ing
.rigidly the directions as determined by a thorough
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and com plete chcm ical exam ination of the feed
water.
A ll secret compounds, vegetable or mineral, which
act injuriously on the boiler plates or bring further
impurities into the boiler are objectionable, and in
every case are too dear when soda ash, their chief
com ponent, is so cheap. If soda ash is to be used in
the direct precipitation of the scale-form ing ingre
dients in the boiler itself, it should be dissolved in
water-and fed into the feedwater after it has pissed
through the heater. A stated am ount should be
used through a given period of time. A ll these data
can be obtained from an analysis of the feedwater
and the amount of water evaporated.
The principal minerals occurring in boiler waters
and in their precipitants are the follow ing : —
S i0 2
= silica.
C aS04
= calcium sulphate.
CaCl2
= calcium chloride.
CaH 2 (CO;1)2= cah;iuin bicarbonate.
M gH 2(CO.,)2 = magnesium bicarbonate.
3STa2C 0 3
=sodium carbonate (soda ash).
NaHCO™
= sodium bicarbonate.
N aO H
=soilium hydroxide (caustic soda).
Ca(OH )2
-—calcium h ydroxide (caustic lime).
Pe20 3
= ferric oxide.
Al.,0;i
=alnm ina.
Sulphate of lime forms a very dense, hard scale
that is difficult to remove. Soda ash changes the
sulphate into a carbonate of lime, which is more
readily handled. The reaction is as follow s :—
C aS 04 + Na.,C03= Na2SOj + CaCO. .
P on gh ly speaking, 1 lb. of calcium sulphate
requires '8 lb. soda ash to effect tlie transformation.
There is no secrecy or legerdemain in this. If the
boiler compound does not do this it is a mere farce
and makeshift, that is, if the scale is of the above
nature: One docs not have to reason very far to see
that the soda ash must be a constituent of a good
boiler compound for s-ncli a water.
Perhaps it will be advantageous to illustrate the
various types of boiler waters found in the Pittsbnrg
district by copious examples of analyses. A ll results
of water analyses are reported in grains per United
States gallon.
. The follow ing analysis, No. 1, shows an alkaline
water, and com plaint was made that it primed in
the boilers and also made a deposit -upon the feedlines leading from the heater. It is obvious that the
only precipitation possible would be from the car
bonates of lime and magnesia.

Water No. 1.
Silica
Iron oxide and alumina
Sodium chloride ..
Sorlinm sulphate...
Sodium carbonate
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate
Organic m atter ...
Total solids
An exam ination of this
' " ‘ "B •—

...

Grains per gal.
•163
•163
...
5 298
3'554
...
5-234
...
7-172
...
'2-392
2-509

... 26-485
deposit revealed the

Silica
Iron oxide and alumina ...
Lime
Magnesia
Combined w a te r ...
Carbon dioxide ...
Oil
....................................

...

Per cent.
•83
2-16
48-56
3-04
4-17
38-37
3-28
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It is readily seen that the deposit is largely
-carbonate of lime, which the heater has thrown out
■of solution b u t did not retain in itself as it was
^supposed to do.
It was recommended in connection with the above
w ater to nse tannic acid to destroy the alkalin ity of
the w ater and to overcom e foam ing. Resort is had to
this chemical in cases of alkaline waters. Also, some
m anufacturers of secret boiler compounds use tannate of soda to overcome the difficulties occasioned
by the use o f straight soda ash, that is, priming and
■cutting the oil from the cylinders.
W ater No. S.
Grains pev gal.
•968
Silica
•087
Iron oxide and alumina ...
"210
Sodium chloride ...
...
3-966
Sodinm sulphate...
...
7-833
Calcium sulphate
...
3-563
Calcium carbonate
...
3-703
Magnesium carbonate
...
2-007
Organic m atter ...
... 22-337
Total solids
In w ater No. 2 tlie very troublesom e scaleform ing ingredient, lime sulphate, makes its
-appearance. .N o compound of any kind was used in
this water. N aturally one w ould expect a veiy
-hard, dense scale in the boiler, made up of lime
sulphate, lime, and magnesia in so far as the heat
had driven out the carbon dioxide from their car
bonates or water from their hydrates.
The analysis of the scale gave the follow ing :—
1'er cent.

Silica
...
...
...
...
9 ’27
Iron oxide and alumina ...
...
13"26
Lim e
..................
...................
24'9S
M agnesia
...
...
...
14’63
Sulphur trioxide...
...
...
28'35
Ignition ioss
...
...
...
9'88
This scale is about what would be expected.
The
-analysis would indicate that lime is present princi
pally as a sulphate.
The above waters and the resultant scale will
■serve as general types.
The scale is bound to he
determined by the nature of the water, unless the
feedwater is softened, and the scale transformed by
•chemicals.
No. S, Youghioglieny R iver Water.
Grains per gal.

Silica
...
...
...
Iron oxiile and alumina ...
Sodium chloride ...
...
Sodium snlphate..
..
Calcium ca rb on ate'
...
Magnesium carbonate
.
Calcium snlphate
...
Organic m atter ...
...

•••
...
:.. _
...
...
■■■
...

"222
'117 .
'163
'282
nil
'341
1'008
'586

T otal solids
...
..
2'719
A nalysis No. 3 represents the Y oughioglieny
R iver water before its contam ination .b y mine
•drainage.
One would hardly expect to find a water
■any lower in scale-form ing ingredients, yet this
water does form scale. •The burden of the scale is
calcium sulphate. It is always necessary to use a
small amount of soda ash per day for every 100,h.p.,
•as note the follow ing illustration
1 h.p. evaporates per honr
... 4 gal. water
100 h.p. evaporates per honr
... 400 gal. water
100 h.p. evaporates per day (10 hours) 4,000 gal. water
1 gal. w ater contains lime snlphate 1 gr.
4,000 gal. water contains lime sul
phate
.................................. ;■ lb.
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1 lb. lime sulphate requires
.. 8 lb. soda ash
f lb. lime sulphate requires
.. ^ lb. soda ash
A 1,000 h.p. plant would require (approxim ately)
5 lb. soda ash per day.
This am ount of soda ash would change the trouble
some lime snlphate to a carbonate which can be
handled more readily, and at a cost of 5 cents per
1,000 h.p. per day.
The same amount of expensive
secret boiler compound would cost at least 40 cents
per day.
Then, again, to show the rapidity with which
scale will accum ulate even from a pure water like
the above, attention is called to the follow ing
calculation based upon a 100 h.p. boiler :—
] day’s run 10 hours, lime sulphate
...
-f- lb.
6
„
„
„
3 flb .
25
„
,,
„
...
14 lb.
300
„
„
„
... 168 1b.
The above figures do not take into consideration
the scale that is formed from the carbonates, which
would augm ent consideiably this total. A nd it is
needless to state the increased cost for fuel that is
brought about by scale in the boilers, and the many
other things with which every boiler man is
familiar.
Below are given the analyses of tw o waters that
show' a marked contrast in their nature.
The total
mineral is high in each, but the scale-form ing
ingredients in No. 4 are only about one-seventh of
the amount in the No. 5.
W ater No. 4.

Silica ...
Iron oxide and alumina ..
Sodium chloride...
.
Sodium sulphate
Sodium carbonate
Calcium chloride
Calcium carbonate
Calcium sulphate
Magnesium, carbonate

W ater No. 5.

■373
•367
4-395

1 -426
•093
4-561
30-233
1-914

—
—

•238
1-804
71-749
8-715

—

9-694
—

3-912

87-641
. 51-833
Total minerals
The first contains over 30 gr. to the gallon of the
soluble alkaline sulphate N a2S 0 4, wdiile the second
contains alm ost 72 gr. of C a S 0 4 which forms a dense,
hard scale very difficult to rem ove from boilers.
A nother water, No. 6, shows magnesium chloride.
This compound is said to be decomposed in the
boiler in concentrated solutions, form ing h ydro
chloric acid which attacks the metal work.
No. 6.

, -187
Silicia
•085
Iron oxide and alumina
—
Alum ina
—
Ferrous sulphate
. .
8-714
Sodium chloride
—
Sodium sulphate
—
Sodinm bicarbonate
12442
Calcium sulphate
—
Calcium bicarbonate ....
2-563
Calcium carbonate
2-295
Magnesium carbonate ...
—
Magnesinin bicarbonate
2-543
Magnesium chloride
7-511
O rganic matter
T otal solids

36-340

No. 7.

■012
—

•041
•201
1-233
•392
1-226
—

No. 8.

•624
•128
—
—

No. 9.

■432
•087
—
—

■866
•578
1-305 2-34]
1-908 8-893
—

—

3-729 11-858 11-016
—
—

—
—

•810 5-493
—
—
•805 —

—
—

6-681
—
—

8449 21 894 30 316
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Analysis No. 7 shows a pure, clean water from
a flowing well, showing the minerals as they exist in
their natural form. A lon g the same lines are shown
tw o more deep-well waters of the bicarbonate type,
Nos. 8 and 9.
In boiler practice the bicarbonates are destroyed
in the evaporating process, hence it is the usual
practice to make all calculations to the straight
carbonates. A s has been noted, the bicarbonates
are destroyed upon boiling in the boiler, and so the
water loses a part of its tem porary hardness. In a
water softener these bicarbonates of - lime and
magnesia would probably be transformed by m ilk of
lime into other chemical com binations, which will be
touched upon more fu lly under the discussion of the
‘ water softener.’
The next analyses, 10 and 11, show a veiy bad
water, raw, and after its treatm ent with soda ash.
Tlie consumption of soda ash was large, but only by
its use was the plant able to operate during a
piolonged dry s e a so n -in a district where better
w ater ° was
not to be obtained under any
circumstances.
No. 10.
Raw Water.

Silica...
Iron oxide and alum ina...
Sodium chloride
Sodium sulphate
Calcium sulphate
;..
Magnesium sulphate
Free acid (SO,)
;■
Sodium carbonate
Calcium carbonate
M agnesium carbonate -...
Total minerals

1 -505
-2-333
29-637
59-409
56-311
■24-851
2-725
—
—
—

176-771

No.-11.
Treated Water.

•443
1 -283
35-797
. 121-473
—
' —
—
'

- 21-456
34-579
15-711
230-742

S o d a has changed sulphate of lime and magnesia
into their carbonates, and neutralised the ‘ free
acid ’ present. An excessive amount of soda ash was
used, dne to an improvised method of softening.
In such a bad water as the above some sort of
sedim entation must be allowed.
In this case there
was a continuous system of rapid filtration which
removed some of the precipitate from the lime and
magnesia. In other words, there was a continuous
w afer softener o f a crude type at work.
These ‘ improvised water soften ers’ wete seen
aplenty during the piolonged drouth of the summer
and fall of 1908, especially in ti e coke regions of the
Pittsburg district. M any operators were caught
napping, but the plants had to be opeiated, and
there was nothing to \:e done but to use the water at
hand to the best advantage. In many instances the
raw mine water was nsed, the water being softened
■by the use of soda ash.
The follow ing is so-called 'sulphur w a ter’ from
mine drainage taken from a mine that has been
operating for the past 25 years and shows very
strong in ‘ fiee ’ sulphuric acid. An iron or steel pipe
is <aten away in a short tiine by this water, it is so
strong in acid.
A part of the ‘ free a c id ’ in this analysis may be
com bined with iron oxide' ami alumina to fo 'm
sulphate of iron and aluminum, but it is highly
im probable that such is the case. It is seen that the
sulphuric acid forms quite a strong solution in the
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water. E very gallon contains 1,266'82 gr. or '18 lb.
(H 2SO j) sulphuric acid.
Grains per gal,

Silica
Iron oxide
Alum ina
Sodinm chloride
Sodium sulphate
Calcium sulphate
Magnesium sulphate
Free acid (S 0 3)

.

T otal minerals

1-516
45 '488
116 052
57'734
67'564
77-282
18-286
1,013-455
1,397-377

Water Softeners.
There arc two general types of apparatus forsoftening water : (a) the continuous system l>y
which the water is continually treated and filtered;
(b) the interm ittent.system by which the necessary
chemicals are injected and the precipitate allowed to.
subside for a number of hours. The hitter seems to
be the more satisfactory method, though it involves,
a greater expenditure, since theie must be a number
of settling tank*.
The water S' fiercer is the only
logical w a y -to handle a bad »a ter. B y it all theprecipitates are removed from the water before it
enters the boiltr.
In the direct-precipita-tion
method, which has been described before, all theprecipitates are thrown down in the boiler and must
be washed or blown out.
This could never be
accomplished with a really bad water.
Adhering to the original precipitants of caustic
soda, caustic lime, and soda ash, as they are thecheapest known by far, the g neral ideas of the
softening process will be shown. It is understood
that other precipitants, as tri-sodium phosphate,
barium compounds,- etc., may be employed, but this,
makes the process too expensive.
These expensive
precipitants ate usually to be found in secret
boiler compounds.
Some contain organic chemical
compounds, as sugar, etc.
As has been noted, lime.sulphate is a very bad scaleform ing ingredient. It is transformed by soda ash,
as is the calcium chloride, after ihe follow ing
chemical reaction :—
CaSOj + Na2C 0 3= N a2S 0 4 + C a C 0 3
CaCl2 + N a2CO;)= C a C 0 3+ 2N aCI
The bicarbonates of lim e and magnesia are
handled by caustic soda after the follow ing
reactions :—
CaHo(CO..), + 2NaOH = CaCo, + N a „C 0 3+ 2H.20
M gH 2(C 0 3).2V 4 N a 0 H = M g(O H )2+ ‘/ N a 2C 0 3+ 2H 20' These sarne bicarbonates are also transformed by
caustic lime as follow s :—
CaH 2(CO.j)2+ Ca (O E i, = 2CaC 0 , + 2H „0
M g H 2(C 0 3).2+ 2Ca(OH )2= M g(O H )„ + 2 C a C 0 3+ 2H2»
Caustic lime and soda ash are the staple precipi
t a n t s for the waters usually found in the Pittsburg
district. In short, the lime takes care of the b i
carbonates,, and the soda ash the sulphates in a
water softener.
There is nothing better for the
money.
In case of an alkaline water, if it is very strongly
alkaline, enough to cause foam ing in the boilers, itcan be treated by the use of caustic lime with either
magnesium
sulphate,
iron
sulphate, calcium
sulphate, or sodium .bisulphate, according to wellknown chemical .reactions.
In conclush n : It has been the aim of this article,
to show the fallacy of treating boiler watets other
than by logical chemicals and to discourage the useof expensive compounds, when soda ash alone is
most efficacious for the direct precipitation in the
b oilers; to encourage the substitution of w ater
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softeners for this direct precipitation, as it will more
than pay in tlie end when the w ater is very heavy in
scale-form ing ingredients and large amounts of water
are evaporated daily ; to insist upon the coal and
coke operator gettin g into line with his m anufac
turing brother and being up to date in the m atter of
a careful and system atic exam ination and treatment
o f his boiler fetd water, for every dollar so expended
w ill yield profitable returns in increased efficiency of
the boilers and in decreased cost of labour and
repairs.” — M ines and M inerals, F eb., 1909. (A. E .)
M ETALLU RGY.
C u s h io n in g

V ib r a t io n s

of

C a m -S h a ft s .—

‘ ‘ The vibrations in a stamp-mill are caused by the
im pact of the falling stamp on the ore between the
die and the shoe, and those set up in the cam-shaft
when the cams strike the tappets in the act of
raising the stamps.
The vibrations due to the
falling stamps are cushioned to a certain extent by
the layer of ore on the die, and are confined to the
stein and m ortar-block, and are necessary in this
type of machine. The vibrations of the cam-shaft
are very disagreeable. They cause nuts to loosen,
bolts to break, cam-shafts to crystallise, cam-shaft
bearings to wear out, and so occasion a loss of
power. N o attem pt has thus far been made to
cushion these vibrations.
The drawings* represent a design 1 have made
to lessen these vibrations, and, incidentally, to
afford the mill-man a means of alternating the
drop of the stamps without touching the tappets.
The proper material for cushions, which will be
8 in. square, is yet a subject for experiment.
Pieces of thick belting may serve well. W hen it is
required to lower the stamps, pieces of this material
may be taken out and replaced at will. A n opening
is provided in the front ol the chair for this pnrpose.
The dap. or gain in the battery post on which the
chair sits may be cut in an inch or two and filled
w ith some enshioning.m aterial for the cam-shaft
bearing, which fits in 'the chair, but does not toueli
the chair except on the sides, the bottom of the
chair being open. The collars on the shaft should
be o f sufficient diameter to always bear on the sides
of the chair. The lip on the bearing, which may
be called the plug, w ill keep the grease where it will
fall into the receptacle on the chair, or cotton
waste m ay be used to catch it. The plug is shown
solid, but this is not necessary. Manufacturers of
stam p-mills should do something to alleviate the
miseries of the cam -shaft floor, a n d 'th ese drawings
are subm itted in hope that the subject may be taken
n p.” — A l g e r n o n D e l M a r . — M ining and Scientific
Press, Dec. 26, 1908, p. 877. (W . R. D .)

w ater by means of a simple mechanical device. The
operation is based upon the fact that sulphide
minerals are positively affected by the surface tension
of w ater while the rock constituents are not so
affected. ‘ The surface tension of the w ater spreads
around each sulphide particle like an envelope, leav
ing, probably, between the sin faces of the w ater and
the mineral, a bubble of air large enough to float the
sulphide. No envelope is formed around siiicates.
The water appears to penetrate them and c'aiiscs
them to sink.’
The process is conducted in a concentrator composed
of a simple cast iron tube, 6 ft. in length and 1 ft.- in
diameter. Near each end are tw o tires resting on
supporting rollers to enable the tubes to he revolved
with little friction. Inside the tubes is a helical
groove with an inch and a half pitch running from
end to end, as in a bultnut.
‘ The tube is revolved at the rate of abont 30 revo
lutions per minute. The pulp is screwed through the
tube and is so guided by the helical screwr groove as
to gain the mineral particlcs repeated opportunities
to glide upon the surface of the water. Good, con 
centration can be made in one tube. The inventor’s
experiments showed, however, that when four tubes
were joined in series so that one fed into the next
one follow ing, some of the finest particles did not get
properly started on the water’ s surface until they had
nearly reached the discharging end of the fourth tube.
This process has been tried on a larger scale at the
A delaide Mill, Nevada. It was run with an ore
composed of ch alcopyiite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite with
a little blende and galena which previous plants hud
failed to handle profitably. Each tube successfully
treated from 5 to 6 tons of ore per 24 hours, conceiitratin gin th e r a tio o f 11 to 1.’ ” — A . S u l w y n - B r o w n ,
The Engineering M agazine, Sept., 1908.— Canadian
M ining Journal, Oct. 15, 1908, p. 536. (C. B . K .)
S e t t l in g

S l im e s

in

C y a n id e

T reatm

e n t .—

“ The author describes a process which has given
rem arkable results, both in the com pleteness of the
separation effected and in the small proportion of
liquid carried off b y the solid matter, which is *
removed as it reaches the bottom of the tank. This
is of inverted pyramidal shape, and connects at the
bottom through an 8-in. square aperture with a closed
box in which a 10-in. belt is made to travel slowly.
Tlie method m aybe applied in practice in either of tw o
ways. First, as an interm ittent process in which the
belt discharge of solids would be delivered into a second
similar tank where a weak solution or wash water
could be sprayed on to the belt to loosen and disinte
grate the slime ; or a mixer may effect this purpose.
A fter removal of the required proportion of solids the
solution would be .withdrawn to the original level and
a second charge introduced. Secondly, the introduc
M a c q , u i s t e n P r o c e s s o f F l o t a t i o n . — “ Mr. A.
tion of a suction filter near to the surface of the
Selw yn-Brow n’sshort review7 of modern developm ent
liquid in the separator, permits of a continuous pro
on the m etallurgy of lead and zinc is most timely.
cess being carried on. The percentage of moisture
A fter disposing briefly of the H untington and
in the discharge is inversely as the propoition of
H erberlein, the Carm ichael-Bradford, and the Savelssolids in the separator charge, and the first portions
berg processes of wasting and agglom eration, Mr.
of a discharge from any given separator charge are
Selwyn-Browu touches on briquetting concentrates
always better than the succeeding portions, lienee
and fine sulphides, sintering, and so on.
the density of the separator charge'is maintained at
But the most im poitan t section of the paper is that
its
initial figure, the moisture in the discharge would
descriptive of the Macquisten process of flotation,
be
kept at a minimum and the rate of discharge
the recent invention of a Glasgow investigator. The
increased. B y an automatic, periodical cutting off of
M acquisten process differs from the Potter, Delprat,
the suction and application of small baek pressure
De Bavay, and Elm ore processes in em ploying no
the filter screen is kept clear from caked slime and
chemicals.
The sulphide particles are separated
clear liquid is continually drawn from a pulp of sp.
from the gangue by utilising the surface tension of
The belt and suction must be so correlated
*
These show a chair holding' some cushioning material such gr. 1-4.
ns layers of belting, on which the bearing is carried.
that the solids discharged are proportionate to the
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liquid sucked out, and the discharge from a pulp of
the density stated w ill uniform ly contain about only
22'5% of moisture. If there be two suction pipes
w ith screens they are kept clear by back pressure
being applied alternately to each. The continued
use of screen snction would r o t be possible unless
the solids were being extracted by the conveyor belt.
The procedure in the wash settlers is practically the
same. The solids are washed off the belt by precipi
tated solution and water, and the suctions withdraw
an equal amount of liquid, which is passed through
the extractor boxes and returned from the sump. In
other processes completeness of washing is dependent
on time and capacity of plant, as each instalment of
slime is taken separately and washed solution passed
through it as long as econom ically possible, when it
must be removed, w hether well washed or not, to
make room for the n ext in sta lm en t; but in this
method continuity is unimpeded and slimes may be
washed out with any reasonable quantity of weak
solution w ithout affecting the time of treatm ent— the
only factor affected being the capacity of the extractor
boxes.
The advantages o f this method a re: (I) Absence
of pumps, carrying machinery and com plicated appli
ances ; (2) the separation of sands from slime is not
called for, and thus disadvantages attendant on
dealing with such classes of material as depend on
close classification are obviated ; (3) it is possible to
wash to the best advantage and thus reduce the loss
b y residual m oistu re; (4 )-the degree _of fineness or
uniform ity is im m a terial; (5) the initial cost is very
low , and niceties of adjustm ent are not requisite ;
(6) the only lim it to the thickness of a charge is the
point at which it will not run, and best results are
obtained from charges with high percentages of
s o lid s ; (7) the process may be continuous. The
paper is accompanied b y diagrams and tables showing
the arrangement and the results of w orkin g.'’—
Electrochem ical and M etallurgical J ourn al.— Cana
dian M ining Journal, Oct. 15,1908, p. 534. (C .B .K .).

steels, nor will they wear at anything like as great a
rate. Prof. A rnold has given some interesting com 
parative figures of temperatures. Ordinary carbon
steel, he said, ‘ lets down ’ at a temperature of about
250° centigrade— a low black heat— while ordinaiy
high-speed steel will go up to 600°; and he estimates
the w orking capacity of the new steel at 700° centi
grade. P i of. Arnold and Mr. W inder agree that the
new steel does not m ark by any means the final
developm ent of high-speed steels.” — Times Engineer
ing Supplement, Feb. 10, 1909. (J. A . W .)
C o k e A n a l y s i s .— “ An investigation of the great
discrepancy which existed between laboratory tests
and actual' practice in tlie coke output of bitnminons
coals was carried out by F. W . Hinrichsen and S.
Taezak at the TCciniglielie Materialpriifiingsamt, Gross
Lichterfelde. The follow ing new method of proxi
mate analysis was determined upon : Four to 5 gm.
of finely pulverised-coal are placed in a Rose crucible
of 40 e.c. to 50 e.e. ca p a city ; diameter at bottom ,
20 111111 . ; height, 50 mm. ; top diam eter, 50 mm.
H ydrogen is introduced through the tube for 10
minutes, then it is heated for tw o minutes with
m oderate bottom llaine, then for five minutes with
bottom flame and two side flames, or the heating is
continued until the yellow flame disappears, using
the three burners. It is cooled in the current of
hydrogen.
Determinations made by this method
usually show several per cent, higher coke output
than the older methods and agree very well with
practice. In a set of com parative determinations
made w ith the tw o “ M u c k ” methods and this one,
the results derived in practice were a shade lower
than the experimental determination in hydrogen,
and several per cent, nearer than the “ M u ck ” deter
m inations.” — H i n r i c h s i n and T a c z a k . - - Electro
chemical and M etallurgical In du stry, Jan., 1909,
p .'34. (A. M e A . J.)

M IN IN G .
M i n e P u m p s . — “ The
Series-ivound M otor f o r M ine P um ps.— In the early
days of the electrically driven mine pump, the serieswound m otor was nniversally employed, partly
because the shunt-wound m otor was not then properly
understood, and partly, because alternating currents
were not then used at mines. The method employed
at that time in England, and I believe, very largely
at the present day, was, and is, to run the pump for
a certain number of hours during the day, lowering
the water that had run into the workings sufficiently
to allow w ork to be continued until the next pump
ing period. One of the difficulties was starting- the
pump. It usually had to be started against the
resistance of the inert column of w ater in the pipes
leading to the bottom of the shaft, and sometimes in
the entire column np to the surface. Considerable
torque was required at the m om ent of starting, and
the series-wound motor furnished that quite easily,
U nfortunately, however, starting was only a part of
the w ork that the m otor was required to do, and
starting against the inert column of water was only
one of the conditions under which the pump was
required to work. It was not unusual for the pump
to be started and left to run by itself for a certain
time, an attendantgoing to it occasionally, or it even
being switched off at surface. This would have
been all right if the quantity of water to be pumped
had been the same day by day, but in a great many
eases at least in Great Britain, especially at shallow
mines, the quantity of water varies with the.rainfall
on the surface, the water m aking its w ay into the
E le c tr ic a lly

N e w H ig h S pe e d S t e e l —N ovo S u p e r io r .—
“ ■The casual announcement made by Prof. Arnold,
of Sheffield U niversity, in his R oyal Institution
lecture, concerning a new high-speed steel, has
attracted considerable attention in the steel world.
Messrs. Jonas and Colver (Lim ited), of Sheffield, the
makers, are still keeping the com position of the new
steel secret. Prof. A rnold claimed for it quadruple
the cutting power of all existing high-speed steels,
and he has since expressed the opinion that in a com 
paratively short time all the high-speed steel manu
facturers in the country w ill be m aking the new
material. The ordinary high-speed steel, ‘ N ovo,’ has
been well known for some years, and the new
material has been named ‘ N ovo Superior.’
A
rem arkable fact is that it is a water-quenched steel,
and it is the first high-speed steel produced that can
be hardened in cold water w ithout danger. W aterquenehed steel is usually associated with brittleness,
and w ith the quality of ‘ letting down ’ at a tem pera
ture far below a red heat. The new steel, however,
w ill not crack at high temperature when plunged into
water. It can also be hardened, with equal ease, by
oil or even in a cold blast, these being the methods of
hardening adopted in the case of the old high-speed
steel.
The advantage claimed for ‘ Novo Superior’ is that
it w ill go on w orking at high temperature for a
longer period than existing high-speed steels. Tools
made from it will not require regrinding nearly so
often as those made from the present high-speed
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w orkings, n ot im m ediately after tlie rainfall, but at
called com m utating or auxiliary magnet poles,
some later time depending upon the overlying .strata.
placed between the oulinary field magnet poles.
This ill the ease of the series-won ml motor led to
These auxiliary poles suppress the sparking which
trouble, for when the pnmp began to lose water, the
lakes place when the speed is greatly increased.
series-wound m otor would run away, and unless the
There is not space here to explain the full action of
cun cu t was prom ptly switched oil', often in j 11 red it
the apparatus, but it may be mentioned that the
self, or tlie pump, but more particularly itself. This
increased sparking is due to the weakening of the
is one of the great defects of the series-wound motor.
magnetic lield, produced by the insertion of the
It changes its speed so much with a varying load.
resistance in the circuit of the field coils. As the
Tn coal cutting for instance, when a nodule of pyrites
resistance added to the lield coils is increased, the
‘i^m et with, the series-wound m otor will slow up, and,
m agnetic lield produced by the lield magnets is
providing there is power behind it, will cut its way
decreased, and the speed of the motor may be pro
through, bnt im m ediately the nodule is passed, it
portionately increased. By the aid of the com m utat
will com mence to race unless the attendant is 011 tlie
ing poles, the speed-may be increased up to as much as
lookout, and is able to sw itch off the current, or stop
six times the normal. Probably the ordinary motor,
it in other ways.
with resistance added, would answer the purpose,
A t the present time, there is apparatus 011 the
because the pnmp could hardly be allowed to run at
market, that would enable the seiies-wound motor
more than 20% or 25% above its normal speed.
to be employed for pumping w ith perfect safety arid
I 11 the case of the three-phase motor, a similar
w ithout the necessity of constant attendance. A u to 
method of regulation is not available because the
m atic appliances are arranged to start a m otor when
speed of alternating-current motors depends, not
the level of the w ater rises to a certain point, and to
upon the current strength, hut upon the number of
stop it when the level has fallen to a certain point.
alternations of the current. A certain variation in
The autom atic appliance consists of a solenoid electro
speed can be obtained, say, half speed, three-qnarter
m agnet with a tripping contact, actuated either
.‘ peed, if it is-k n ow n beforehand that it -will be
directly or indirectly by a float.
The solenoid
required, by altering, the conditions of the coils of the
electro-m agnet then actuates the ordiuaiy starting
stationary part of the motor, but 110 intermediate
resistance.
speeds can be obtained, except by the use of wasteful
Sliuiit-wound and Three-phase Motors fo r M ine
resistances.
Pum ps.— The shunt-wound m otor is undoubtedly the
Centrifugal M ine Pumps. — It may perhaps be
best all-round m otor for general work about a mine,
noted, that while the three-throw plunger pump has
including pumping, and the three-phase m otor is
been such a great favourite, and such a good servant,
quite as good, except for the one objection that while
the centrifugal pump now has many advocates. N ot
tlie speed of the shunt-wound m otor can be increased
very long ago the centrifugal pump could only be
from one to six times, regulation of the speed of the
em ployed for low heads, bnt now single centrifugal
•three-phase m otor is difficult.
Both the shuntpumps are made for heads of 100 ft., and bv placing
wound continuous m otor and the three-phase motor
tw o or more pumps in series, any head that m ay be
'are self-governing, and both 11111 at nearly constant
desired can be worked against. I understand that
speed— within about 4%.
the W orthington com pany has supplied centrifugal
W here it can be arranged so that the pumping is
pumps raising water as high as 2,000 ft. in a single
done for a certain number of hours during the day,
lift. The centrifugal pnmp is much more convenient
either the shunt-wound, continuous motor with con 
than the three-throw plunger pump. It occupies less
tinuous current, or the three-phase m otor with alter
space for it can be con n ect'd d iiectly to the axle of
nating current will answer perfectly.
They will
the driving motor, and the later designs of centrifu
deal easily with any variations of load incidental to
gal pumps are certainly more efficient than the older
the ordinary w orking of the pump. So long as the
forms of lire three-throw pnmp. It also, however,
water, that is m a d e-d u rin g'a certain portion of the
has certain features that have to be reckoned with,
24 hours can be pumped out so as to leave the w ork 
when applying pumps. The centrifugal pump cau
ings free during working hours, the shunt m otor, or
;be designed for constant quantity, constant speed, or
the three-phase motor, running during those hours
constant head, but when the conditions for which it
at constant speed, will do the w ork. A lso with
was designed are changed much, the efficiency of the
varying quantities of water, if varying times can be
pump decreases rapidly. Thus, in the case of the
applied to gettin g the water out, again the shuntpump designed for constant quantity, its highest
wound and three-phase motor working at-constant
efficiency is wlien it is delivering that quantity. If _
speed w ill do the work. But where large increases
the quantity is increased, the efficiency commences
in the amount of w ater must be pumped at certain
to fall, ami with a com paratively small increase, falls
seasons of the year, after heavy rains, or due to
very rapidly. On. the other hand, if it is n o t deliver
.other.cruses, and increased time cannot be given to
ing that quantity, i 1 s efficiency is also very lunch
gettin g the water out, the pumps must be run at a
less. I have the results of attest of a pump designed
higher speed.
to deliver 1,250 gallons per minute against a head of
The shunt-wound m otor lends itself readily to
from 100 ft. to 117 ft , the pnmp to run at 700 r.p 111.
increased speed. B y adding a resistance to the Y ie ld
A t 700 r.p . 111 ., the efficiency of this pnmp was about
coils of. the motor, which is thrown into the lield
72% ; at 750 r.p . 111., it was still 72%; at 800 r.p. 111.
circnit at the time that a higher speed is required,
it had fallen to 70% ; at 900 r.p. 111. it was only 58%
the speed may l.e increased as much as 20%, and
and at 950 r. p.m. it was only 40%. Sim ilar conditions
even in certain cases 25%. lin t with the ordinary
are m et with in pumps designed for constant speed
constiuction of the continuous-current motor, as the
or constant head. So long as centrifugal pumps arc
speed increases, and particularly as it approaches
w orking wiihiir a short margin of the condition for
20% to 25% above the rated speed, sparking com 
which they are designed, they work at high efficiency,
mences and becomes somewhat violent at the brushes.
■but when tlio’ c conditions are departed from the
This difficulty is easily overcom e, if it. is known,
efficiency falls very rapidly. These facts, it appears
when the motor is ordered, that a varying speed will
to rue will bear upon the question of centrifugal
be-required, for motors are now made w ith w hat are
pum ps-for mines,
1
. . . . . .
..
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T he best form of pump would probably be that
designed for constant speed, provided that the quan
tity of water to be dealt with did not vary much. In
those oases where the water might vary, probably the
pump designed for constant head would be the best.
W ith constant speed, the pump m ay be driven by
either the shunt-wound motor, or tlie three-phase
m otor, and should give at least as good results as the
three-thiow pnmp, but if the speed has to be altered
the shunt-wound motor is practically the only one
available. W illi reference to the matter of the start
ing torque, in which the shunt-wound motor is com 
paratively weak, this difficulty may be overcome by
having a few turns of wire 011 the motor, making it
tem porarily a com pound-wound motor, a few turns
being in series with the armature. These few turns
will give the starting torque required, and can be cut
ou t after the pump is running at full speed. It
should be mentioned, that the improved efficiency of
the centrifugal pump has produced the natural result,
improved efficiency in the three-throw pnm p.” —
S v d n e y F . W a l k e r . — Engineering and M ining
Journal, Feb. 20, 1909, p. 422. (A. R .)

usage and against common sense. Indeed, if it were
so restricted, coal, most ironstone, most ores, mineral
oil, limestone, etc., were not minerals.
Rooks,
although often made up of minerals, would not be
mineral, and the only minerals of com mercial value
would be a few scarce crystals and, donbtfnlly, some
occasional masses of ii on ore. The term ‘ m in era l’
was sometimes used in leases, to include less than
the whole mineral kingdom . In such eases the term
did not mean a mineral substance or a ‘ mineral
species,’ but a mineral of commercial value. A com 
mercial mineral was any constituent of the.earth’s
crust which had a value of its own, apart from its
value as a soil or as a support.
The distinction
between mineral substances and mineral species was
quite indefinite, and no sharp line could be drawn
between them ; and the definition of minerals in con
trast to mineral species as the constituents of the
earth’s crust was both historically and scientifically
correct.” — P r o f . G r e g o r y . — London M ining
Journal, Feb. 20, 1P09, p. 245. (A. 1!.)

M IS C E L L A N E O U S .

Reviews and New Books.

W h a t is a M i n e r a l ? — “ Dr. Gregory, Professor of

G eology of Glasgow U niversity, read a paper before
the M ining Institute of Scotland, held in Glasgow,
bearing on a subject which has conduced to much
troublesome litigation o f late— namely, ‘ W h at is a
M in e r a l? ” The definition of the term ‘ m ineral,’
was a question of practical im portance in the inter
pretation of leases and A cts of Parliament. The
minerals were often owned by a different proprietor
from the land. Thus a railway com pany did not buy
the minerals ‘ under the land ’ required for its lines,
It had the right to support from tlie minerals without
paym ent until their owner could mine them. This
arrangement was intended to protect the mineral
industry, while it saved the railway companies, at
the time of the construction of a line, having to pur
chase these minerals of no value, for which it might
never have to pay. Therefore the less that was in 
cluded under the term ‘ mineral,’ the less a railw ay
com pany might be called upon to pay in addition to
the original price o f the land. The term ‘ m ineral,’
proceeded Prof. Gregory, was undoubtedly long used
to mean all materials that were not animal or
vegetable. It was not until 1850 that Dana, the
great Am erican mineralogist, made the first attempt
to restrict the term, and he proposed to lim it it to
what had previously been called ‘ simple minerals’ or
‘ mineral species.’ He proposed to re-christen the
mineral kingdom the inorganic kingdom , and lim it
the term ‘ mineral ’ to one section of inorganic sub
stances. H e proposed this restricted use of the word
‘ mineral ’ merely as a convenient convention in the
science of mineralogy, and in h:s more popular w rit
ings continued to use the term ‘ mineral ’ in its wider
sense. In recent years the attem pt had been made
to adopt the term ‘ m ineral’ as a synonym for
mineral species, and there was a widespread idea
that this use o f the word ‘ mineral ’ had been
accepted b y British mineralogists. This view was,
however, incorrect. The leading British authorities
on mineralogy, both in 1850 and at the present lime,
had rejected Dana’s proposal, and applied the term
‘ m in e ia l’ to all inorganic constituents of the earth’s
crust The term was thus used in M ier’s M ineralogy,
the standard British text-book, and by the Mineralogical Department of the British Museum and the
G eological Survey.
The restriction, of the term
‘ mineral ’ to mineral species was agaiust established

( W e shall be pleased to review any Scientific or Tech
nical W ork sent to us f o r that pu rpose.)
T h e M e c h a n i c a l A p p lia n c e s o f t h e C h e m ic a l
a n d M e t a l l u r g i c a l I n d u s t r i e s . A com plete

description of the machines and apparatus used
in chemical and m etallurgical processes for
chemists, metallurgists, engineers, m anufac
turers, superintendents, and stndents.
W ith
292 illustrations. B y OSCAR N a g e l , Ph.D .
8s. 6d.
(New Y ork , U .S .A .': The Author.
London : 1 he M ining Journal.)
“ Although one may not be able to accept the
author’s modest statem ent in the preface that he has
said ‘ everything that is of interest to the chemical
and metallurgical engineer regarding superheated
steam, turbines, and especially gas pow er,’ there is
no doubt that this useful work will be found o f great
value to both classes and to other kinds of engineers.
W ritten by a German and in characteristic German
style, but essentially an Am erican book for the
Am ericans, it touches upon the more im portant
general matters with which the chemical and m etal
lurgical engineer are connected, and deals at some
length with many of them.
Although the unfortunate English inventors, dis
coverers, and manufacturers have received but scant
recognition, their pioneer and developm ent w ork have
been fully exploited, and a paper b y Oscar Guttmann,
read in fingland, on ‘ The W orks Chemist as E n gi
neer,’ has been reproduced as an appendix.
T o give a complete list of the m any branches of
engineering which are dealt with, would be impos
sible, but such matters as the transportation of
solids, liquids, and gases, the production and use of
producer gas, the firing and stoking of furnaces, and
the use of electric power, are, perhaps, m ost interest
ingly considered.
Tiie work m ay be slrongly recommended to those
who require a short and pithy book of reference
reasonably np to date, and to those who wish to see
placed before them briefly but succinctly, the princi
pal lines on which recent developments have pro
ceeded. The principal types of machine and appara
tus in use in Am erica are dealt with fairly fully and
w ithout more advertisement for manufacturers than
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can be avoided when, as is necessary in the case of
such a work as this, it is necessary to draw upon so
m any trade catalogues to provide the illustrations.”
•— l'he M ining Journal (London) LiterarySupplernent,
M arch 27, 1909. (W . A . C.)
R e p o r t o n t h e M in in g a n d M e t a l l u r g i c a l I n 
d u s tr ie s
of
C a n a d a , 1907-8.
Containing

numerous photographic illustrations, maps, plans,
and tables. .(O tta w a : Governm ent Printing
Bureau, 1908.) 9 | x 6 i, xvi. and 972 + 35 pp. $1.
“ The most conspicuous mineral products are coal,
copper, gold, silver, nickel, cobalt, asbestos, and
mica. In the case of the last three minerals the
Canadian output practically controls the markets
o f the w orld—in fact, one variety of industrial mica
is only produced in Canada. It is stated that this
variety, phlogopite, is found on ly in rocks of the
Laurentian age, and its production is restricted to a
single region north of Ottawa. Various minerals are
associated w ith the mica deposits, pitchblend being
one of them. The volume contains a considerable
am ount of useful inform ation about- the various
deposits relating to the history of the discovery, the
mode o f occurrence, the methods of working, the
preparation for the market, and in some cases details
of the cost of production. A schedule of the more
significant proprietors is also given. The m atter is
arranged under the.heads of the different provinces,
extending from N ova Scotia and N ew Brunswick in
the east to the Y ukon and British Colum bia in the
west. A lthough mineral deposits over this immense
range of territory are included in the report, y et there
are vast intervening areas still unexplored and un
touched. A s m ight be expected, the mining and
metallurgical processes em ployed vary very consider
ably according to the conditions prevailing in the
different neighbourhoods, and wdiile some appear to
be prim itive, others display in a marked manner an
am ple appreciation of the best modern practice.
The electro-therm ic process does not seem to have
made as much progress as m ight have been antici
pated in face of the G overnm ent encouragement.
There is a frontispiece show ing a qu a n tity o f pig
iron produced electro-therm ically, but there are not
many references, to it in the body of the volume.
This m ay be due to the w ant of a snbject-m atter
index.
Those in search of inform ation on the subjects
treated will be fu lly repaid for the trouble incurred
in consulting the volum e.” — Times Engineering
Supplement. (J. A . W .)
A nnals of the Cape Observatory.
V ol. 10.
-Spectroscopic Researches ; Part 3.
A Spectrographic Determ ination o f the Constant o f A berra
tion and of the Solar Parallax.
W ym an and Sons.
N et 2s. 6d.
B oycott, G. W . M. Compressed A ir W ork and
D iving.
A H andbook for Engineers.
Illustrated.
R oy. Svo. pp. 18. Lorkxrood. N et 10s. 6d.
C layton, W . , and Craig, J. ' Questions and
Answers about E lectrical Apparatus.
Illustrating
General Points and Inform ation concerning Testing
-Operations, Troubles and D efects of E lectrical
Apparatus. Engravings. 12mo.; limp leather, pp.
176. W . Wesley. N et 5s.
Gill, A. FT. A Short H andbook o f Oil Analysis.
.5th edition. Cr. 8vo. Lippincott. N et 7s. 6d.
Guttm ann, Oscar. The M anufacture of E xp lo
sives.
T w en ty Y ears’ Progress.
8vo. pp. 84.
W hittaker. N et 3s.
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H andbook to the rechnical and A rt Schools and
Colleges of the U nited Kingdom . Com piled from
Official inform ation. W ith an Index to Course of
Instruction. 1st edition. Cr. 8vo. pp. xi-140. Scott,,
Greenwood. N et 3s. 6d,
M ellor, J. W . H igher M athem atics for Students
of Chem istry and Physics. Svo. pp. 664; Longmans.
N et 15s.
Parry, L. System atic Treatm ent of M etalliferous
W aste. 8vo. London M ining Journal. N et 5s.
Poynting, J. H ., and Thom son, Sir J. J. A T e x t
B ook of Physics : Properties of M atter. 5th edition;
carefully revised. 8vo. pp. 236. C. Griffin. 10s. 6d.
R edgrove, H. Stanley. On the Calculation of
Therm o-Chem ical Constants. Svo. pp. 102. A rnold.
N et 6s.
R eed’ s Engineer’ s H andbook to the Board of
Trade Exam inations, etc. 19th edition. Svo. pp. 794.
Simpkin. K ey , net 7s. 6d.‘ ; net 14s.
Rogers, Allen. Laboratory Guide of Industrial
Chemistry. 8vo. pp. 170. Constable. N e t 6s.
R oyal D u b lin -S ociety . Scientific Proceedings of
V ol. II. N .S. No. 31— On the Q uantitative SparkSpectra of Titanium , Uranium and Vanadium.
No. 32— On the Spectrographic Analysis of a Speci
men of Commercial Thallium . B y James H. Pollock.
Plates. Cr. Svo. W illiam s and Norqatc. N et each

6d.
Snow, W m . Benliam. Therapeutics of Radiant
Light and H eat and Convective Heat.
Illustrated.
Svo. Sicgle, H ill and Co. N et 10s. 6d.
Soddy, Frederick. The Interpretation of Radium.
Being the Substance of Six Lectures. Illustrated.
(Progressive Science
Series.)
8vo. pp. 274
J. M urray. N et 6s.
Steinm etz, C. P.
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